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2SUMMARY
The processes of data generation and organization present a real challenge 
in large scale engineering and architectural analysis and design problems.
The main theme of the thesis i s  to evolve concepts and techniques that 
would overcome the present day problems of data preparation in engineering 
structural analysis.
‘‘Formices1 and ‘‘plenices1 are the two key concepts in the approach. These 
concepts are used to describe various features of a structural form in 
algebraic expressions that are e as i ly  understood and manipulated.
For a structure considered as a system of f in ite  number of elements, the 
topological properties, namely, the interconnection pattern of the elements, 
general pattern of the jo in ts ,  position of the loads and constraints are 
a ll  formulated through the concept of formices; and the geometric 
particu lars , material properties, intensity of the loads and other aspects 
of the system are expressed in terms of plenices. The nature of plenices, 
also, provides a means for c la ss if ica t io n  and organization of various pieces 
of data in a desired manner.
An application of these concepts is  exemplified in terms of skeletal 
structures.
"In rivers the water' that you touch is the last of 
what has passed and the first of that which comes" .
Leonardo da Vinci 1452-1519.
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8CH A P T E i R 1
INTRODUCTION
A structural analyst uses numerical, graphical and physical models 
to represent structural systems. In the numerical approach, when a 
computer is  used, i t  is  necessary to create a digital description of the 
structural system within the computer. This process i s  commonly 
referred to as the process of Mata generation1 . Data generation has 
been one of the most challenging problems in the use of computers and 
to make e ff ic ie n t  use of the power of modern computers, i t  i s  essential 
that the processes of data generation could be dealt with conveniently.
The main theme of the thesis is  to evolve concepts and techniques that 
would overcome the present day problems of data generation.
^Formices’ and Mlenices1 are the two key concepts in the approach.
A plenix is  any ordered collection of mathematical e n t it ie s .  A formex 
is  an ordered collection of ^integer arrays1 . Although, a formex is  
a special type of plenix, i t s  wide range of applications turns i t  into an 
important concept in i t s  own right. Further, the creation of formices 
predates that of the plenices.
Formices and the ir  rules of manipulation, form the body of Mormex 
algebra1 . The foundations of formex algebra were conceived by H.Nooshin
9in the years 1972-73. A modified version of the original concepts, 
were published in 1975, in a paper (R e f . l ,  at the end of th is  Chapter) 
under the t i t l e
"Algebraic Representation and Processing of 
Structural Configurations".
In the paper, the concepts of formices were introduced as:
'A mathematical system is defined herein that provides 
a tool for algebraic representation and processing of 
configurations of all kinds, where the word *configuration’ 
is used to mean any collection of physical and/or abstract 
objects ..... The key words are * regularity' and kcomputer1 
and the basic idea is to utilize regularities of different 
types and generate information through the medium of 
el e ctroni c comp uters1.
Following the la te r  applications, the concepts of formices were 
modified, generalized and extended (Ref.2). Further advances on 
formex algebra, appeared in 1979, which is  the current definition of 
formex algebra; and i t  forms the contents of a Chapter of a book to be 
published shortly (R ef .3 ).
Plenices find the ir  origins in the definition of a high level 
programming language, PAVIC, by H.Nooshin, J.W.Butterworth and P.L.Disney. 
Here i t  is  mentioned that in 1975, a high level programming language, 
FORMEL, was defined and implemented by H.Nooshin (Ref.4 ). FORMEL 
provided comprehensive f a c i l i t i e s  for numerical implementation of the 
concepts of formex algebra, however, the scope of the capab ilit ies  
provided by PAVIC extends far beyond that of FORMEL.
The concepts of formices and plenices are used to describe structural 
systems in algebraic expressions. The expressions represent various 
features of the systems for the purposes of structural analysis.
Then, assuming that the computer is  provided with an appropriate 
interpreter, the expressions may be u t il ized  to generate the required 
data through the medium of the computer.
To elaborate more on the matter; a structure is  considered to be 
constituted of a f in ite  number of interconnected elements then every 
property of the structure is  expressed in terms of the constituent 
elements. For a structure viewed in this way, the topological 
properties, namely, the interconnection pattern of the elements, 
general pattern of the jo in ts ,  position of the loads and constraints
are a l l  formulated through the concepts of formex algebra. The
geometric particu lars , material properties, intensity of the loads 
and other aspects of the structural system are expressed in terms of 
plenices. The nature of plenices, a lso , makes i t  possible to c la ss ify  
and organize various pieces of data in a desired manner.
The material of the thesis are arranged in the following order:
Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals of formex algebra in a rigorous 
manner.
Chapter 3 introduces some methods of graphical representation of 
formi ces.
Chapters 4 and 5 are concerned with the definition of a number of 
families of formex functions that find a wide range of applications in 
representation of configurations.
Chapter 6 i l lu s t ra te s  the usage of the abstract definitions of formices 
and formex functions and provides a number of worked examples on the 
representation of structural configurations by formices.
Chapter 7 i s  concerned with the definition of further formex functions 
that are sp e c if ica lly  related to the structural analysis.
nIn Chapter 8, f i r s t ,  the concepts of plenices are introduced, then 
through i l lu s t ra t iv e  examples, the combined application of formices 
and plenices to structural analysis is  demonstrated.
Then, there is  the concluding remarks; and f in a l ly ,
The Appendix presents a set of FORTRAN subroutines as an elementary 
means of numerical implementation of some of the concepts of formex 
algebra.
REFERENCES
1. H.Nooshin, Algebraic Representation and Processing of Structural
Configurations. Computers & Structures, Vol.5, 
pp 119-130, 1975.
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C h a p t e r  2
FUNDAMENTALS O F FORMEX ALGEBRA
2,1 Introduction
Formex algebra is  a mathematical system consisting of a set of abstract  
en tit ie s  known as formices, together with a number of rules through which 
these entit ies  are manipulated. The concepts that constitute the foun­
dations of formex algebra together with the associated terminology and 
notation are described in this Chapter.
2,2 S ig n e t s
A ‘signet5 is  an object of the form
where referred to as ‘ indices3 a l l  are integers and where3
n > l is  referred to as the ‘ grade5 of the signet. For instance,
C 4 ,- l] ,  
[ 8 ],
[6,6,6,6] 
and [5,5 ,3 ,3,61  
are signets.
Let [ I x, I 2»...>1^] and ,3^] be two signets of the same grade n,
and le t  t  and t' represent these two signets respectively. Then
13
The signet t is  said to be ‘ equal to* t* i f  and only i f  for 
a l l  values of i = l , 2 , . . . , n  
I. -I! .
The signet t  is  said to be ‘ greater than5 t* i f  and only i f  for 
a value of i= l , 2 , . . . ,n,
I >1! ,
i  i  J
and at the same time, for a l l  integer values of j ,  
where l< j< i ,
W  •
I f  t is  greater than t 1 then t* is  said to be Mess than* t .
The relationships of ‘ equality*, ‘ greater than* and Mess than* between 
two signets are indicated using the symbols =, > and < in a manner ana­
logous to the way in which they are used for ordinary sca la rs . For 
example, i t  is  true that,
[0 ,0 ,1 ,4]<[0,0 ,2 ,2 ] ,
[ - 1 ,-5 ]> [- l ,-6]  
and [5,10,74]<[31,12,78] .
Furthermore, the symbols > and < may be used to imply ‘ greater than or 
equal9 and Mess than or equal3 , respectively.
For instance, i f
[a,42,5]>[7,42,5]  
then i t  implies a>70
I t  is  interesting to note that i f  t x and t 2 are signets of the same 
grade and i f  the indices in t j  and t 2 are unsigned single d ig its ,  then 
a comparison between t x and t 2 with respect to the relationship of 
‘ greater than3 , ‘ less than3 or ‘ equality3 reduces to the corresponding 
comparison between two integers obtained from t x and t 2 by removing the 
inter-indexical commas* For instance,
[6 ,8 ,0 ,3 ]  
is  greater than 
[6 ,7 ,8 ,5]
ju st  as 6803 is  greater than 6785 and
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[9 ,4 ,2 ]  
is  less than 
C9,4,6]
ju st  as 942 is  less  than 946.
2.3 Cantles
A ‘ cantle* is  an object of the form 
[ t i5  t a ; t m
where n/1 and where t i , t a , . . . ,tm are signets of the same grade. The 
number of signets in a cantle is  referred to as the ‘ plexitude’ of the
cantle and the common grade of the signets in a cantle is. referred to as
the ‘ grade’ of the cantle. A cantle of the m plexitude may be
referred to as an ‘ m-plex’ cantle.
When a cantle is  written down e x p l i c i t l y , then,the enclosing square 
brackets of i t s  signets are omitted. Thus,
[-5 ,4 ; -5 ,4 ; -7,4]  
is  a cantle of the third plexitude and second grade,
[8 ; 12; -10; 12 ; 6] 
is  a cantle of the f if th  plexitude and f i r s t  grade,
[1,2,2,1; 0,0,0,0] 
is  a cantle of the second plexitude and fourth grade and 
[12,14,16]
is  a cantle of the f i r s t  plexitude and third grade.
A cantle i s  a multiple signet and when i t  consists of a single signet 
then i t s  denotation becomes identical with that of a signet (as may be 
seen from the la s t  of the above examples). The word ‘ signet’ i s ,  there­
fore, an alternative name for a cantle of the f i r s t  plexitude. In 
referring to a signet in a context, i f  i t  is  necessary to distinguish  
between a signet which is an independent cantle and a signet which is  a 
segment of a cantle, then one may refer to the former as a ‘ s o l i t a l ’ 
signet and refer to the la tte r  as a ‘ nonsolital* signet.
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A cantle E t i j  t 2; . . . ;  tmHis said to be ‘ regular’ i f  and only i f
ti^ta^...^tm ,
and is  said to be ‘ irregu lar’ otherwise. For instance,
[1 ,4 ,8 ;  1 ,5 ,7 ; 1 ,5 ,7 ; 2 ,2 ,2]  
is  a regular cantle and
[1 ,4 ,8 ; 1 ,5 ,7 ; 2 ,2 ,2 ; 1,5,7] 
i s  an irregu lar one. A cantle of the f i r s t  plexitude is  considered to 
be regular.
Two cantles are said to be ‘ equal9 i f  and only i f  they are identica l.
Thus, i f  Ctx; t 2; tin] is  equal to [ t i ;  t 2; tm/then i t
implies that
t x=t 1,| t 2=t2, . . .  ,tca=tjn •
The relationship of equality between the two cantles is  indicated by the 
conventional equality symbol.
I f  b and b' are two cantles of the same grade and plexitude, then b1 is  
said to be a ‘ variant’ of b i f  and only i f  a re-arrangement of the signets 
of b can transform b into b*. For example, i f  
bi=[5,7; 3,1; 5 ,5 ; 1 ,-1 ; 3,1] 
and b2=[5*5; 1 ,-1 ; 3,1; 3,1; 5,71
then b2 is a variant of bx (and bx is  a variant of b2). Every cantle is
considered to be a variant of i t s e l f .
2iA Formices
A ‘ formex’ is  an object of the form
{b i,b 2, . . .  ,b j-}
where r>o^and bx,b2, . . . , b r  a l l  are cantles of the same grade but they 
may be of different plexitudes. The common grade of the cantles is  
referred to as the ‘ grade’ of the formex and r, the number of cantles, 
is  referred to as the ‘ order’ of the formex.
For instance,
{ [1 ,3 ] , [7 ,- 1 ;  0 ,0; 0 ,0 ] ,[1 2 ,-2 6 ; 4 ,2]}  
is  a formex of the second grade and third order and
{C4; 2; 0 ] , [ 9 ] , [8 ;  6; 4; 2 ] ,[7 ;  5]}  
is  a formex of the fourth order and f i r s t  grade.
The seria l position number of a cantle in a formex i s  referred to as 
the ‘ orderate* of that cantle. For instance, the orderates of [5; 17] 
and C8; 14; 11] in
{[4 ; 18; 9 ] ,[5 ;  17],[6 ; 16; 1 0 ] ,[ -5 ] ,[8 ;  14; 11],[9 ; 12]} 
are 2 and 5 respectively.
The special formex of order zero, written as { } ,  is  referred to as the 
Mmpty formex3. The empty formex is  considered to be of arbitrary  
grade„
A formex of the f i r s t  order may be written without the enclosing braces.
A cantle, therefore, may be seen as a degenerate case of a formex and, 
consequently, with the exception noted below, a formex of the f i r s t  
order (b> and the cantle b may be used interchangeably in a l l  contexts.
The exception relates to the form alistic  requirement that a cantle which 
is  written as a part of an e x p l ic it ly  given formex may not appear enclosed 
in braces.
A formex is  said to be ‘homogeneous3 i f  a l l  of i t s  cantles are of the 
same plexitude and is  said to be ‘ nonhomogenous3 otherwise. A homogen-
•f-h____________________ _....eous formex whose cantles are of the m plexitude, is 're ferred  to as a
thhomogeneous formex of the m plexitude. For instance,
; { [ 1 ,2 ,1 ;  2 ,1 ,2 ] , [1 ,2 ,1 ;  2 ,3 ,2 ] , [2 ,1 ,2 ;  3 ,2 ,1 ]} .....
is  a homogeneous formex of the second plexitude. The empty formex is  
considered to be a homogeneous formex of arbitrary plexitude. A homo­
geneous formex of the m^ plexitude may be referred to as an m-plex formex
A homogeneous formex of the f i r s t  plexitude in which there are no repeated 
signets is  referred to as an ‘ ingot3. For example,
{ [ 5 ,2 ] , [ 5 ,8 ] , [ 6 ,4 ] , [ 7 ,0 ] , [ 7 ,4 ] , [ 7 ,9 ] }
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A formex is  said to be ‘ regular1 i f  and only i f  a l l  of i t s  constituent 
cantles are regular and is  said to be ‘ irregular’ otherwise. For instance,
{Cl 5 4; 8 ] ,[3 ;  3; 3; 73,[2; 2 ] , [ - 6 ;  5; 11]}
is  a regular formex.and .
{ [2 ,7 ;  1 ,4 ] ,[5 ,5 ;  8 ,- 1 ] , [1 ,3 ;  6 ,2 ]}  
is  an irregular one* The empty formex is  considered to be regular.
Two formices are said to be ‘equal5 i f  and only i f  they are identica l.
The relationship of equality between two formices is  indicated using
the conventional equality symbol. Thus, i f
{ b i ,b a , . * * ,b r}
is  equal to
{ b i ,b a , . . .  ,brJ, 
then i t  implies that for a l l  values of i = l , 2 , . * . , r  
b.=b!.
Consider two formices of the same order and grade 
F={bx,b2, . * . ,br)
and
F*= {b l,b i,  . . . , b r }  .
The formex F' is  said to be a ‘ variant1 of F i f  and only i f  bI is  a- 
variant of b. for i= l ,2 » .o . ,r*  For example, i f  
F 1={[0,2,0; 0 ,1 ,0 ] , [ 4 ,3 , l ;  2 ,3 ,1 ] , [4 ,3 ,1 ] ,
[ 2 .7 .4 ] , [3 ,3 ,2 ;  2 ,5 ,3 ; 2 ,5 ,2 ]}
and
Fa« { [ 0 , l ,0 ;  0 ,2 ,0 ] , [4 ,3 ,1 ;  2 ,3 ,1 ] , [4 ,3 ,1 ] ,
[2 .7 .4 ] , [2 ,5 ,3 ;  3 ,3,2 ; 2 ,5 ,2 ] } ,
then Fa is  a variant of Fi (and F x is  a variant of F2 ). Since every 
cantle is  a variant of i t s e l f  then i t  follows that every formex is  also 
a variant of i t se lf *
I f  F and F* are two formices of the same order and grade, then F* is  said  
to be a ‘ sequation1 of F i f  and only i f  a rearrangement of the cantles of 
F can transform F into F*® For example, i f
Fx ={[5,7; 6,8] , [0 ,1 ;  1,2; 2,3] ,[8 ,6 ;  7,5]} 
and F2 ={[0,1; 1,2; 2 ,3 ] ,[8 ,6 ;  7 ,5 ] ,[5 ,7 ;  6 ,8 ]} ,
then F2 is  a sequation of (and Ft is  a sequation of Fa )* Every formex
is considered to be a sequation of i t s e l f .
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Let F and G be a formex and an ingot of the same grade, respectively.
The ingot G is  said to be a ‘ catena’ of F i f  and only i f  every signet 
of F is  in G. Furthermore, i f  G is  a catena of F then G is  said to 
be an ‘exclusive’ catena of F i f  and only i f  every signet of G is  in F
and is  said to be an ‘ inc lus ive ’ catena of F otherwise. For instance,
i f  F={[5,73,C4,3; 6 ,2 ] , [7 ,3 ;  5 ,7; 4 ,3 ] ,[6 ,2 ;  5,73}
then { [5 ,7 ] , [4 ,3 ] , [6 ,2 3 ,[7 ,3 ] }
is  an exclusive catena of F and
{ [5 ,7 ] , [ 3 ,2 ] , [ 4 ,3 ] , [ 1 ,4 ] , [ 6 ,2 ] , [ 7 ,3 ] }  
is  an inclusive catena of F.
I f  G is an inclusive catena of a formex F then every sequation of G is  
also an exclusive catena of F ; and i f  G i s  an inclusive catena of a 
formex F,then every sequation of G is  also an inclusive catena of F.
Every non-empty ingot is  considered to be an inclusive catena of the 
empty formex but the only exclusive catena of the empty formex is  i t s e l f .
2 , 5  Formex Composition
I f  F x and F2 are two formices of the same grade then the ‘ composition1 
of F x and F2 is  defined as a formex F that consists of a l l  the cantles of
F x , appearing in the same order as in F ls followed by a l l  the cantles of
Fa, appearing in the same order as in F2 and the relationship between 
F, Fx and F2 is  written as 
F=f# Fa.
The symbol # is  called and read ‘ duplus* (Thus lj# F2 reads ‘F x duplus 
F2’ ) .  The word ‘ composition’ is  used to refer to both the process of 
‘ composing’ formices and the formex that is  the resu lt  of this process.
Composition for formices of different grades is not defined.
As examples, i f
E={[5,7; 6 ,8 ] , [0 ,1 ;  1 ,2 ; 2 ,3]}  
and G={[4,4],[8»6; 7 ,5 ] ,[8 ,6 ;  4 ,4 ] } ,  
then
E# G={[5,7; 6 ,8 ] , [0 ,1 ;  1 ,2; 2 ,3 ] , [4 ,4 ] ,
[8 ,6 ; 7 ,5 ] ,[8 ,6 ;  4 ,4]}
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G# E={[4 ,4],[8 ,6 ;  7 ,5 ] ,[8 ,6 ;  4 ,4 ] ,
[5 ,7 ; 6 ,8 ] , [0 ,1 ;  1 ,2; 2 ,3 ]} .
Furthermore, i f
E={C1,3 ,5 ; 2 ,4 ,6 ] , [3 ,5 ,7 ] } ,  
bi=[4,6,8; 5 ,7,9]  
and b»=[6,8,10], 
then
E# b i= { [ l ,3 ,5 ; 2 ,4 ,6 ] , [3 ,5 ,7 ] , [4 ,6 ,8 ;  5 ,7 ,9 ] } ,  
b2# E = ([6 ,8 ,1 0],[1 ,3 ,5 ; 2 ,4 ,6 ] , [3 ,5 ,7 ] } ,  
b i#  ba={[4,6,8; 5 ,7 ,9 ] ,[6 ,8 ,1 0 ]}  
and b2# b ,= {[6 ,8 ,1 0 ],[4 ,6 ,8 ; 5 ,7 ,9 ] } .
Formex composition has the following basic properties (E, F and G are 
formices of the same grade):
•  In general, formex composition is  not commutative, 
that i s ,  in general,
E# F/ F # E .
•  Formex composition is  associative. That i s ,
E# (F# G )= (E#F)#G .
•  The formices (E # F )  and (F # E )  are sequations of one another.
•  E# {}= {}#  E=E.
Let Efts (for i=m,m+l,0. . ,n-1,n) be formices of the same grade.
The notation
h \  H ,=m i »
referred to as the ‘ l ibra  notation’ is  used to represent the composition 
F m f }1 E m + i f l  • • • I f F n - i i f F n .  *
The symbol £-----  is  referred to as the ‘ l ib ra  symbol* and
and
reads ‘ lib ra  i,m to na . For example,
£.jl/,{Ci >2; 2i ,3 ] ,[ i+ l , - i  ]}  
is  equal to
{[2 ,2 ;  4 ,3 ] , [3 ,- 2 ] , [ 3 ,2 ;  6 ,3 ] , [4 ,- 3 ] , [ 4 ,2 ;  8 ,3 ] , [5 ,- 4 ] } ,
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fcrl-, C j2>j ] = { C 9 , - 3 ] . [ 4 , - 2 ] , [ l . - 1 ] , [ 0 ,0 ] (C l , l ) , [ 4 >23}.J““0
Furthermore,
2i+j,2i-j]
is  equal to
C l+ j* l - j ;  2 + j ,2 - j ] # J - ^  [2 + j ,2 - j ; 4+ j,4 - j]  
which,in turn, is  equal to
{[1 ,1 ; 2 ,2 ] , [2 ,0 ;  3 ,1 ] , [2 ,2 ;  4 ,4 ] , [3 ,1 ;  5 ,3 ]} .
also
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H A R T E R  3
FORMEX PLOTS
3.1 Introduction
Formices can be graphically and sp a tia l ly  represented. A graphical 
representation of a formex is  known as a formex plot. Formex plots play 
a central role in the practical applications of formex algebra.
The objective of this Chapter is  to outline, in a basic and introductory 
manner, the idea and characteristics  of different types of formex plots.
3.2 Retrobases
Consider the formex
E={[4,4; 2 ,4 ] ,[4 ,4 ;  4 ,6 ] , [4 ,4 ;  6 ,4 ] ,[8 ,4 ;  8 ,2],
a ‘p lot5 of E is shown in F ig .3.1. To obtain the plot of E, every 
d ist in ct  signet [ I i , I 2] is  represented by a c irc le  whose centre is  the 
point with the coordinate specifications
f x=0.51!
|y=0.5Ia
relative  to a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Furthermore,
[4 ,6 ; 2 ,4 ] , [2 ,4 ;  4 ,2 ] , [4 ,2 ;  6 ,4 ] ,[1 0 ,4 ; 8 ,6]}
22
Fig0 301
£ >
4- * h 4-----1-
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every cantle of E is  represented by a straight line joining the c irc le s  
that correspond to i t s  signets and an arrow-head placed on the line indi 
cates the order of appearance of the signets in the cantle.
Now consider the formex
F={[2,3; 3 ,2 ] ,[2 ,2 ;  2 ,3 ; * ,2 ] , [ 4 ,2 ;  3',2],[3,1],
[2 ,1 ; 2 ,2; 3 ,2 ] ,[4 ,1 ;  4 ,1 ] , [3 ,2 ;  4 ,2 ]} .
A plot of F is  shown in Fig. 3.2. In obtaining the plot of F a polar 
coordinate system is  used and coordinate specifications of the point 
corresponding to a typical signet [ I i , I 2] of F is  given by
J r=Ii/10
|0=(2I2-1 )tt/10.
The conventions regarding the representation of signets and cantles,  
as described above, are used and in addition the following conventions 
are employed:
•  A cantle of the third plexitude is  represented by a dotted 
triang le , where the order of the appearance of the signets in 
the ca n t le ,is  indicated by the arrow-heads and where the edge 
that connects the c irc le  corresponding to the la s t  signet to 
that of the f i r s t  signet has no arrow-heads.
•  A cantle of the second plexitude whose signets are equal, is  
represented by a c ir c le  with a directed loop attached to i t .
•The graphical representation of a so lita l  signet is  the same 
as that of a nonsolital signet.
Having introduced the idea of a formex plot through the above examples, 
the matter may now be discussed in general terms. In order to plot a 
formex, i t  is  necessary to have a set of rules that, in an unambiguous 
way, specify the manner in which the formex is  to be transformed into 
a geometric shape. Such a set of rules is  referred to as a ‘ retrobasis
Two formex plots are said to be ‘homobasic1 i f  they are produced through 
the same retrobasis and are said to be ‘ nonhomobasic’ otherwise.
I t  is  not meaningful to attempt designing a set of retrobases that are 
of universal ap p licab il ity .  Because a set of plotting conventions that
su it  a particu lar type of application may be quite unsuitable for a 
different type of application. Normally, a set of plotting conventions 
are designed for an application area with regard to the traditional 
graphic conventions in that area and with regard to the particulars of 
the class of formices that are l ik e ly  to be encountered in that area.
The conventions established in relation to the above examples are 
suitable for the purposes of the present work and these conventions, 
with certain variations, w il l  be used throughout.
I t  should be mentioned that a retrobasis need not necessarily contain 
any coordinate specifications. Also, i t  is  possible to define retro- 
bases in which some indices are associated with coordinates and some 
indices are interpreted in ways that have no relation with coordinates.
3,3 Complete and Partial Plots
Consider the formex
6 - { [ l ,1 ,1 ; 2 ,2 ,3 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,1 ,1 ] , [ 1 ,3 ,1 ; 2 ,2 ,3 ] ,
[2 ,2 ,3 ; 3 ,1 ,1 ] , [2 ,2 ,3 ;  3 ,3 ,1 ]} ,  
together with three retrobases whose coordinate systems are two dimens­
ional and Cartesian. Let the coordinate specifications of the point 
corresponding to a typical signet [ I 1SI 2, I 3] of G be given by
J  x=I x/10 fx^Ix/10 f x=( I X+I3- l ) / l 0
\ y = I 2/10 , |y=I3/10 and [y= I2/10,
respectively.
The plots of 6 with respect to these retrobases are denoted by Pj.,P2 
and P3 and are shown in Figs. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The plots 
Px and P2 are said to be ‘p a rt ia l1 and the plot P3 is  said to be ‘ complete1
J.L
In general, i f  F is  a formex of the n grade and P is  a plot of F, then 
P is  said to be a ‘ complete5 plot of F i f  and only i f  a l l  the indices 
of every signet of F are involved in the graphical repre­
sentation and .P is  said to be a ‘ p a rt ia l5 plot of F otherwise. Also, 
i f  the i ^  index of every signet of F is  involved in the graphical 
representation^then P is  said to ‘ involve5 the i^ 1 ‘ direction5 (of F ) .
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For instance, P*., in the above example is  a partial plot of G involving
the f i r s t  and the third d irections.
The involvement of an index in the graphical representation need not 
necessarily be through coordinate specifications. For instance, le t  
the f i r s t  and the second retrobases, described above, be appended by the 
following ru le :
For every cantle [ I lx, I i 2»Iis; 3auk asks!  the graphical 
representation is  to be in fu ll  line i f  Il2f=k3 and i s  to be 
in broken line otherwise.
Let the plots of G with respect to these appended retrobases be denoted
by Pi and P i,  respectively. The plots Pi and Pi are shown in F ig s .3.6
and 3.7 and they should be considered as complete plots of G since they 
involve a l l  the indices.
3 , 4  I n t r i n s i c  P lo t s
A retrobasis is  said to be an ‘ in t r in s ic 1 retrobasis i f  and only i f  i t  
has the coordinate specifications
re lative  to a one or two or three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, 
respectively, where i / j ,  i/k ,  j/k  and i , j , K ) l  and where I . ,  I . and I, are
fm 1 J K
indices of a signet , In ]a n d  i,j,k<(n. A plot obtained using
an in tr in s ic  retrobasis is  referred to as an ‘ in t r in s ic 1 plot.
As an example, consider the formex
An in t r in s ic  plot of H involving the f i r s t ,  third and fourth directions, 
is  shown in Fig. 3.8 and another in tr in s ic  plot of H, involving the f i r s t  
and second directions is  shown in F ig .3.9. The convention is  adopted 
that the coordinate axes in an in t r in s ic  plot are indicated by I l s I a, . . 0 
as shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.
H={[2,5,5,3; 1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ; 5 ,2 ,3 ,2 ] , [ 1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ; 5 ,1 ,1 ,2]  
[5 ,1 ,1 ,2 ;  5 ,2 ,3 ,2 ] , [5 ,1 ,1 ,2 ;  7,4,4 ,31,
[5 ,2 ,3 ,2 ;  7 ,4 ,4 ,3 ] , [7 ,4 ,4 ,3 ;  3 ,4 ,4 ,3 ]} .
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Let F be a formex and le t  P be an in t r in s ic  plot of F. The plot P 
is  said to be a ‘p ertr in s ic1 plot of F provided that P is  a complete 
plot of F and that involves every direction of F through coordinate 
specifications. I t  should be obvious that only formices of the f i r s t ,  
second and third grade can have pertr in s ic  plots.
In a formex plot such as the one shown in F ig .3.8, a planar drawing is  
used to create the ‘ i l lu s io n 1 of a spatial configuration. I f  drawings 
of this type are to be produced in an automated plotting environment, 
then ,it  is  necessary that the related retrobases include fu lly  specified  
sets of rules for the purpose.
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C h a r t e r  4
INTROFLECTIONS AND CORDATIONS
A i l  I n t r o d u c t io n
I t  often happens that the need for a particular way of processing a 
formex arises repeatedly. I t  would then be convenient to standardise 
the process by turning i t  into a function. A number of frequently use­
ful formex functions w ill  be described in the present work. I t  should 
be emphasised, however, that the formex functions that are introduced 
in the present work do not exhaust the p o ss ib i l it ie s  and wherever the 
situation demands i t ,  one may define other formex functions that are of 
use in a particu lar c lass of problems or are of universal applicability*
The present Chapter introduces two families of formex functions, known 
as Mntroflections* and cordations. The family of introflections con­
s is t s  of three functions known as the recision , regular variant and the 
absolute recision functions. In the family of cordations four classes  
of functions are defined. These functions are known as nexum, luxum, 
conexum and coluxum.
In sca lar algebra, a relation such as 
y=x3—x2+l
defines a rule which may be used to evaluate y for any given x. I t  is  
customary to refer to x and y as ‘ independent1 and ‘ dependent1 variables, 
respectively, and to symbolise the relation by y=f(x). The term f , i s  
referred to as a ‘ function1 and represents the rule by which y is  obtained 
from x.
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In an analogous manner, formices may assume the roles of dependent and 
independent variables. Thus,if  a rule is  established by which from a 
given formex E another formex F is  obtained, then this rule may be repr­
esented by a symbol, say $, and a notation such as 
F=$|E
may be used to express F in terms of E (The symbol ! is  read as ‘ of’ ). 
One may then think of E and F as independent and dependent variables,  
respectively, and $ w ill be the function that defines the relationship  
between them. The entity that is  denoted by $ is  either of the form
N(Ai,A2, . . .  »An) 
or of the form 
N
where n>l,and where N is  a function name (or an abbreviation for a func­
tion name) and Ax,A2, . . . , A n  are referred to as ‘ canonic* variables.
A canonic variable is  any abstract object such as an integer or a formex 
and the role of a canonic variable is  to provide specification for the 
functional rule.
In discussing the formex functions, the following terminology and notat­
ion are used:
•  I f  F and E are two formices and 
F=*!E,
then i t  may happen that E is  also expressible in terms of F.
In th is case the function is  said to have an ‘ inverse5 . The in­
verse of a function $,is denoted by and has the property that 
E^ T1 jF .
•  In a relation
F^ f^ca i . . .  !$a !$ i|E ,  
the term
! • • •! $2 ! $1
i s  referred to as a ‘ composite5 function and this notation is  used 
to denote the sequence of transformations 
F i =$ i J E ,
F2 =$2IFx ,
F=^ -m ' F-m-i .
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•  A composite function obtained from repeated application, say r  
times, of a function $ is  denoted by $r. Thus,
$2|E denotes §J$}E,
$3jE denotes $!$}${E and 
$~3|E denotes ( r 1!
•  A composite function that consists of #^and is  equivalent 
to $m+n * Thus,
$2|^6!E-^S!E and 
$-2U 5|E=$3!E.
•  The zeroth power of any $ (that is ,$ ° )  is  referred to as the 
‘ identity1 function and has the property that •
F=$°jF,
that i s ,  the identity function maps a formex onto i t s e l f .
I t  should be mentioned that a formex function may have more than one 
independent variable. Therefore, i t  is  possible to have functional 
relationships such as
F=$|‘ (P I jP 2 » « .♦ *£)
where Px,P2>. . .  are formex or non-formex entit ies  such as sca la rs ,  
matrices and so on. I t  i s  also possible to have functional re lation­
ships such as
R=$!(Px >Pz». o. ,E)
where R is a non-formex entity . Further, there is  no fundamental obje­
ction in using a functional notation of the form
F=N(A i ,A 2, . . . ,A n )
which is  in fact the customary notation y = f (x i ,x 2, . . . ,xn ).
However, separating variables of a functional relationship into canonic 
and noncanonic, has two advantages:
F i r s t ly ,  variables of a function a rb it ra r i ly  can be grouped as ‘part 
of the rule’ and as independent variables.
Secondly, expressions involving composite functions can be written 
with more ease. For instance, an expression of the form
y = f ( u  i » u 2»f(u i » u 2» f ( u 2?f (u  i >u 2 » x ) ) ) ) ,
simply may be written as
y^ftUx ,u2 ? |x.
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4 . 2  R e c is io n  F u n ct io n
Consider a formex E and le t  i t  be subjected to the following process:
I f  E contains a cantle b. and a cantle b. such that b.=b., where i< j ,i j i 0
then ft. is  deleted from the formex and this procedure is  repeated until 
a l l  the remaining cantles are d is t in c t .  The resu lt is  a formex that is  
referred to as the ‘ recision* of E. The recision of the empty formex 
is  considered to be the empty formex i t s e l f .
The rule by which a formex is  transformed into i t s  recision is  represented 
by a function. This function is  denoted by ‘ rec* and is  referred to as 
the recision function. Thus,the relationship between a formex E and i t s  
recision F is  written as
F=rec!E.
For example, i f
E={[3,2; 0,1] ,[4 ,-3 ] , [3 ,2 ;  0 ,1 ] , [6 ,- 8 ] ,
[3 ,2 ;  0 ,1 ] , [4 ,- 3 ;  6 ,-8] , [4 ,- 3 ] } ,
then the recision of E is  given by
recjE={[3,2; 0,1] ,[4 ,-3 ] ,[6 ,-8 ] , [4 ,-3 ;  6 ,-8 ] } .
The recision function has the following basic properties:
•  The recision function has no inverse.
•  rec1 !E=rec|E, for any integer i>o.
•  An ingot is  i t s  own recision and so is  any formex of the 
f i r s t  order.
As another example, le t  G be a formex of the second grade and le t  the 
pertrrinsic plot of G be as shown in F ig .4.1. The pertr ins ic  plot of 
recJG w il l  be as shown in F ig .4.2.
4 . 3  R e g u la r  V a r ia n t  F u n c t io n
Consider a formex E and le t  every cantle b of E be replaced by a 
cantle b ' ,  where b1 is  regular and at the same time i t  is  a variant of 
b. The resulting formex is  referred to as the ‘ regular variant3 of E. 
The regular variant of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty 
formex i t s e l f .  The rule by which a formex is  transformed into its  
regular variant is  represented by a function. This function is  denoted
35
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by ‘ rev1 and is  referred to as the regular variant function. Thus, i f  
F is  the regular variant of a formex E, then the relationship between E 
and F is  written as
F=rev!E.
For example, i f
E={[4,3,2; 3 ,1,1 ; 3,3,2] ,[ 2 ,1 ,4 ; 2,1,4] ,[ 7,4,6] ,
[3 ,1 ,2 ;  2 ,4 ,7 ] , [1 ,2 ,3 ;  1 ,4,3]},
then the regular variant of E is  given by
rev!E={[ 3 ,1 ,1 ; 3 ,3 ,2 ; 4,3,2] , [2 ,1 ,4 ;  2,1,4] ,[ 7,4,6] ,
[2 ,4 ,7 ;  3 ,1 ,2 ] , [1 ,2 ,3 ;  1 ,4 ,3 ]} .
The regular variant function has the following basic properties:
#The regular variant function has no inverse,
•  rev1 JE=rev|E, for any integer i>o.
•  Any homogeneous formex of the f i r s t  plexitude is  i t s  
own regular variant.
Let G be a formex of the second grade and le t  the pertr ins ic  plot of 
G be as shown in F ig .4.3. Then,Fig.4.4 displays the pertr ins ic  plot 
of the formex rev|G.
I f  F is  the recision of the regular variant of a formex E, that i s ,  
i f
F=rec|rev|E,
then F is  said to be the ‘ absolute recision* of E and the relationship  
between E and F is  written as
F=arec|E.
The function ‘ arec* is  referred to as the absolute recision function.
For example le t  F ig .4 .5 display the pertr ins ic  plot of a formex H. The
pertr ins ic  plots of formices arecjH and recjH are shown in Figs. 4.6 and
4.7, respectively.
4 , 4  CORDATIONS
Let E and F be two formices of the same grade and le t  formices Ft to F4
be obtained from F in the following manner:
F 1 is obtained by deleting every cantle of F that includes one 
or more signets that are not in E,
F2 is  obtained by deleting every cantle of F that includes 
one or more signets that are in E,
F3 is  obtained by deleting every cantle of F that consists
of signets a l l  of which are in E,
and
F* is  obtained by deleting every cantle of F that consists 
of signets none of which are in E.
Fx is  referred to as the ‘ nexum1 of F with respect to E and the re lation­
ship between F and Fx is  written as
Fi=nex(E)|F,
F 2 is  referred to as the ‘ luxum1 of F with respect to E and the relation­
ship between F and F2 is  written as
F2=lux(E)|F,
F3 is  referred to as the ‘ conexum* of F with respect to E and the re la t ­
ionship between F and F3 is  written as
F3=conex(E)|F
and F* is  referred to as the ‘ coluxum3 of F with respect to E and the 
relationship between F and Fa is  written as
F*=colux(E)|F.
The functions nex(E), lux(E), conex(E) and colux(E) are referred to as 
‘nexum1, Muxum1, ‘ conexum1 and ‘ coluxum1 functions, respective ly , and 
the word ‘cordation* is  used to mean nex(E) or lux(E) or conex(E) or 
colux(E).
As an example, le t  F and g be a formex and an ingot of the second grade, 
respectively, and le t  the pertr ins ic  plots of F and g be as shown in 
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. The pertr ins ic  plots of nex(g)|F,
1ux(g) JF, conex(g)|F and colux(g)|F are as shown in Figs. 4.10 to 4.13, 
respectively. These plots provide a convenient means of v isualis ing  
the effects of different cordations.
Some properties of cordations are:
•  A cordation does not have an inverse.
•  For any formex F 
nex({} )|F= {},
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conex(O)|F=F, 
lu x ( O ) !F=F 
and colux(O) |F={}.
•  For any formex F 
nex(F)J F=F, 
conex(F)|F={},
1ux(F)j F={} 
and colux(F)|F=F.
•  I f  E and F are any two formices of the same grade then, i f  a l l  the
cantles of F that constitute nex(E)!F are removed from F the rem­
aining formex is  conex(E),,F and vice versa. S im ilar ly , i f  a ll  
the cantles of F that constitute lux(E)',F are removed from F the 
remaining formex is  colux(E)JF and vice versa. Hence,
nex(E)IF# conex(E)|F, 
conex(E)|F# nex(E)|F,
1ux(E)|F# colux(E)|F  
and colux(E)|F# lux(E)| F
are sequations of F.
• I f  cord(E)|F represents a cordation of F with respect to E and 
i f  e is  an exclusive catena of E, then cord(e)|F=cord(E)|F 
and the same w ill  apply i f  e is  a sequation of E or i f  e is  a 
variant of E.
•  For any integer i>o, 
cord (E ) l |F=cord(E)|F.
• I f  E and F are any two formices of the same grade, 
then
n e x ( E ) | c o n e x ( E ) | F = { ) ,  
c o n e x ( E ) | n e x ( E )  | F = { } ,  
l u x ( E ) | c o l u x ( E ) J  F = { } ,  
a nd  c o l u x ( E ) | l u x ( E ) | F = { } .
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CH A R T E R
TRANSFLECTIONS
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter is  concerned with the description of a family of formex functions 
known as transflections. There are s ix  basic classes of functions in this  
family and these are known as translation , re f lection , vert it io n , projection, 
dilatation and saltation functions. In addition, any combination of these 
basic functions is referred to as a transflection .
5.2 T r a n s l a t i o n  F u n c t io n s
Let F be a formex of the n grade, u be any integer and h be a nonzero 
positive integer less than or equal to n. Furthermore, le t  a formex F' be 
obtained from F by replacing every signet [ I x , I 2 , . . .  , I J  of F by [ i' ,1' , . . .  ,I'n] 
where for a l l  values of i= 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  except for i=h,
I i= Ii
and
Ih =Ih +u*
The rule by which F is  transformed into F l is  symbolized in terms of a 
function. This function is  denoted by
tran(h ,u)
and is  referred to as a ‘ translation1 function. The formex F' is  referred
45
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to as a translation of F and the relationship between F and F' is  written 
as
F' =tran(h,u)IF.
Here,h and u are canonic variables and F is  an independent variable.
For example, i f
E={[4,2,0; -2 ,3 ,1 ; 5 ,0 ,5 ] , [ 1 ,6 ,- 5 ] } ,
F=tran(l,3 ) |E 
and G=tran(2,-5)IE, 
then F and G are found to be
F={[7,2,0; 1 ,3 ,1 ; 8 ,0 ,5 ] , [4 ,6 ,-5 ] }  
and G={[4,-3,0; -2 ,-2 ,1 ;  5 , - 5 ,5 ] , [ l  ,1 ,-5 ]} .
Any translation of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
I f  F and F* are two formices such that 
F'=tran(h,u)|F
•I* L
and i f  P is  an in t r in s ic  plot of F involving the h direction through 
coordinate specifications and P' is  a homobasic plot of F1 then P1 is  
obtained by translating P paralle l to the 1^  axis by u units. For example, 
le t  F be a formex of the second grade whose pertr ins ic  plot is  shown in 
F ig .5 .1, and le t
FX=F # t ra n ( l ,- 8 ) |F ,
F2 =Fx# tran(2,-6)JF  
and F3 =F2# tran(2,-6) I tran(l ,-8) | F.
Pertrins ic  plots of formices Fx ,F2 and F3 are shown in Figs. 5 .2 ,5 .3  and 5.4 
respectively.
Translation functions have the following basic properties:
•Translation  functions are commutative. That is  
tran (h * ,u ') } tran(h ,u)|F= tran(h ,u)|tran(h' , u '  ) |F .
•The inverse of a translation function tran(h,u) is  the translation  
function tran(h,-u). That i s ,  
tran(h,u)_1 |F=tran(h,-u)IF.
• t r a n ( h ,u ' ) Itran(h,u)IF=tran(h,u+u') }F 
and this in turn implies that
tran (h ,u )1!F=tran(h,iu)!F, where i is  any integer.
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Let F be a formex of the n1'*1 grade and h be a nonzero positive integer less  
than or equal to n. Also, le t  u be either an integer or a semi-integer,
where a ‘ semi-integer1 is  a rational number of the form M/2 with M being an
odd integer. Furthermore, le t  a formex F ‘ be obtained from F by replacing
every signet [I xSI 2, . . .  ,1 n] of F by [ Ix , I2‘ , . . .  ,1^], where for a l l  values of
i = l , 2 , . . . , n  except for i=h
I H i  
and =20- 1^ .
The rule by which F is  transformed into F' is  symbolized in terms of a function. 
This function is  denoted by
ref(h,u)
and is  referred to as a ‘ ref lection5 function. The formex F* is  referred
to as a reflection of F and the relationship between F and F' is  written
as
F1 =ref(h,u)! F.
Any reflection of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
As an example, i f
F={[3,2 ,-1 ] , [0 ,0 ,2 ;  1 ,1 ,3 ] } ,
then
r e f (2 ,1 ) !F={[3 ,0 ,-1] , [ 0 ,2 ,2 ;  1 ,1 ,3]}
and
r e f ( l , - 2 | ) |F = { [ - 8 ,2 ,- l  ] , [ - 5 ,0 ,2 ;  -6 ,1 ,3 ]} .
I f  F and F' are two formices such that 
F1=ref(h,u)!F
and i f  P is  an in tr in s ic  plot of F involving the h^  direction through 
coordinate specifications and P‘ is  a homobasic plot of F ' , then P* is  
the mirror image of P with respect to a plane which is  normal to the Ih 
axis and intersects i t  at a point for which Ih-u. For example, le t  F 
be a formex of the second grade whose pertr ins ic  plot is  shown in F ig .5.5, 
and le t
5,3 Re f l e c t i o n Fu nc ti on s
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FX=F# r e f ( l ,9)1F,
F2=Ffl4 r e f (2 ,7 ) IF 
and F3=F2# re f  (1,9) Iref(2 ,7) IF.
Pertr in s ic  plots of formices ¥1,Fa and F3 are shown in Figs. 5 .6, 5.7 and
5.8 , respectively.
Reflection functions have the following basic properties:
•  I f  h^h‘ , then 
r e f ( h ' ,u ' ) j re f (h ,u ) |F = re f(h ,u ) |re f(h ' ,u ') |F .
That i s ,  reflection functions that correspond to different  
directions are commutative.
•A  reflection function is  the inverse of i t s e l f .  That i s ,
ref(h jU ) '11F=ref(h,u)IF.
This in turn implies that i f  i is  any integer, then
ref(h,u) 2i|F=F 
and
ref(h,u) 21+1|F=ref(h,u) IF ,
that i s ,  any even power of a reflection function is  equivalent to 
the identity function and any odd power of a reflection function is  
equivalent to i t s e l f .
A frequently occurring functional form is
£j-b- r e f ( M ) M F
(That, i s ,  F #  ref(h ,u)JFj.
This functional form may be written as 
lam(h,u)|F,
where lam(h,u) is  a function that is  known as a ‘ lambda combination*.
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5 , 4  Vertition Functions
Let F be a formex of the nth grade where n>2 and le t  hx and h2 9 h^ha, 
be two nonzero positive integers less than or equal to n. Also le t  ux 
and u2 be either any two integers or any two semi-integers (Thus, Ui-4, 
u2=-8 and u x=2|, u2=7| are acceptable but u x=4, u2=-8|  and u x=2|, u2=7 are 
not acceptable).
Furthermore, le t  a formex F 1 be obtained from F by replacing every signet 
[I i ,1 2, . . .  , In ]  of F by [ l[  , U , . . .  , I ‘n ] , where for a l l  values of i=l , 2 , . . .  ,n 
except for i=hi and i=h2
T « =t.11 11
and J*I -U2+ux - 1|^  2
1^1 b2=U2",U1+1 h x.
The rule through which F i s  transformed into F ‘ is  symbolized in terms of 
a function. This function is  denoted by
ver(hx,h2 ,U i,u2)
and i s  referred to as a ‘ vert it ion 5 function. The formex F 1 is  referred to 
as a vertition of F and the relationship between F and F' is  written as
F'=ver(hx,h2 ,ux,u2) |F .
For example, i f
F={[2,-1 ,0 ,5 ; 4 ,6 ,1 ,8 ] , [ 8 , 0 ,2 , - ! ] }
then
v e r ( 2 ,3 , - l ,2 ) |F={[2 ,1 ,2 ,5 ; 4 ,0 ,9 ,8] , [ 8 ,- 1 ,3 ,- 1 ] }
and
v e r ( 3 , l , | ,4 | ) ! F = { [4 , - 1 ,3 ,5 ; 5 ,6 ,1 ,8] , [ 6 ,0 , - 3 , - ! ] } .
Any vertition of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
I f  F and F' are two formices such that
F , =ver(h1 ,hz ,u 1 ,ua)|F
and i f  P is  an in tr in s ic  plot of F involving both the h i*1 and h2A directions 
through coordinate specifications and i f  P' is  a homobasic plot of F ‘ , then 
P' is  obtained by rotating P by u/2 about an axis that is perpendicular to
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the Ihx-Iha plane and intersects th is plane at a point for which £ 1=^. 
and Iha=u2} and where the sense of the rotation is  such that a rotation 
of I hi by n/2 about the origin w il l  map the positive side of 1^ onto that 
of I ha .
For example, le t  F be a formex of the second grade whose p ertr in s ic  plot 
is  shown in F ig .5 .9 , and le t
Fi=F #  ver(l ,2 ,7 ,7 ) |F,
Fa-Ftttver^.lJJJJF 
and F3 =F2# ver(1 ,2 ,7 ,7 )2 |F.
P ertr in s ic  plots of formices Fr ,Fa and F3 are shown in Figs. 5.10, 5.11 and 
5.12, respectively.
Some basic properties of vertition functions are:
•  Except for some special cases, vertition functions are not 
commutative.
•The inverse of a vertition function is  the cube of i t s e l f .  That i s ,  
ver(hx ,h2 ,ux ,u2 ) ’ 1! F=ver(hl ,ha ,ut ,u2 ) 3 |F.
Also,
ve^(hx ,ha ,ux ,u2 ) _1 |F=ver(ha ,ht ,u2 , U i ) F .
•  I f  i is  any integer, then 
ver(hx ,h2 ,ux ,u2 )A11 F=F, 
that i s ,
ver(hj ,ha ,ua ,u2 )Ai
is  equivalent to the identity function.
I t  should be mentioned that for any even power of a vertition function the 
restr ict ion  that ‘ u t and u2 must e ither both be integers or both be semi- 
integers* is  unnecessary. Thus i t  is  meaningful and legitimate to write
F '= v e r( l ,4 ,5 ,-4 |)2 IF 
or F '= v e r( l ,2 ,8 | ,4 )“ 6 IF.
Three frequently occuring functional forms are 
ver(hx,h2 ,u l s u2) j IF,
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ver(h1,h2 Ju1Ju2) i !F.
ver(h19h2,u1,u2)i!F
These functional forms may be written as
gam(hx ,ha ,ux ,u2 ) |F ,  
clov(hx ,h2 ,ux ju2 ) { F 
and ros(hx,h2 ,ux ,u2 ) ! F, 
respectively, where
gam(hx ,ha ,ux ,ua ) , 
clov(hx »h2 9ux ,u2 ) 
and ros(hx ,h29ux ,u2 )
are functions that are known as ‘’gamma1 9 ‘ clover1 and ‘ rosette1 combinations 
respectively. For example, le t  F be a formex of the second grade with 
pertr ins ic  plot of F ig .5.13 (the plot of F is  shown without arrow-heads), 
and le t
Fx=gam(l,2 ,14 ,14)J F,
Fa =clov(2,l ,15,13)! F 
and F3 =ros(l ,2,14,14) IF.
P ertrins ic  plots of formices Fx ,Fa and F3 are shown in Figs. 5.14, 5.15 and 
5.16, respectively. In these figures the arrow-heads are dropped.
5.5 Projection Functions
Let F be a formex of the n ^  grade, u be any integer and h be a nonzero
positive integer less than or equal to n. Also le t  a formex F* be obtained
from F by replacing every signet [ I x , I 2 of F by [ I x , I 2 , . . . , I i  ] ,
where for a l l  values of i = l , 2 , . . . , n  except for i=h
Ii' - I i  
and Ift=u.
0
^ 0
and y 3
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The rule by which F is  transformed into F ‘ is  symbolized in terms of a 
function. This function is  denoted by
proj(h,u)
and is  referred to as a ‘ projection1 function. The formex F 1 is  referred  
to as a projection of F and the relationship between F and F 1 is  written 
as
F 1 =proj(h,u)IF.
For example, i f
F={[2 , - 1 ,5; 3 ,0 ,4 ] , [3 ,-1 ,5 ;  4 ,4 ,4 ]}
then
proj(1 , - l ) | F - { [ - l ,-1 ,5 ; -1 ,0 ,4 ] , [ - 1 ,- 1 ,5 ;  -1 ,4 ,4 ]}  
and proj(3 ,7 ) IF= {[2 ,-1 ,7; 3 ,0 ,7 ] , [3 ,-1 ,7 ;  4 ,4 ,7 ]}
Any projection of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
I f  F and F' are two formices such that 
F 1=proj(h,u)IF
*f*hand i f  P is  an in t r in s ic  plot of F involving the h direction through 
coordinate specifications and P' is  a homobasic plot of F ' , then P l is  
obtained by projecting P onto a plane that is  perpendicular to the Ih 
axis and intersects i t  at a point for which Ih=u. For example, le t  F be 
a formex of the second grade whose pertr in s ic  plot is  shown in F ig .5.17 
and let
F, =proj(2,4)IF #  pro j(2 ,7 )|F ,  
pertr ins ic  plot of Fi is  shown in F ig .5.18.
Projection functions have the following basic properties:
•  I f  h/h1, then
proj(h‘ ,u ' )! proj(h,u) j F=proj(h ,u) Ipro j(h1 ,u ' ) IF,
that i s ,  projection functions that correspond to different
directions are commutative.
•  A projection function has no inverse.
•  A combination of two or more projection functions that correspond 
to the same direction is  equivalent to the la s t  projection function
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proj(h ,ux) i . . . |proj(h,u2) |p ro j(h ,u n)|F=proj(h,u1) IF .
This in turn implies that i f  i is  a nonzero positive integer 
then
pro j(h ,u )1{F=proj(h,u)|F.
5,6 Dilatation Functions
J.L
Let F be a formex of the n grade and h be a nonzero positive integer less
than or equal to n. Also, le t  u be a rational sca lar such that i f  Ih 
this  the h index of a signet of F, then, for every signet of F the product 
ulj-, is  an integer. Furthermore, le t  a formex F' be obtained from F by 
replacing every signet E l i  , I 2 , . . .  ,1A  of F by E l i  , I 2 , . . .  ,1L ] ,  where for
a l l  values of i = l , 2 , . . . , n  except for i=h
T ! =T.1i 11
and =ulh *
The rule by which F is  transformed into F* i s  symbolized in terms of a
function. This function is  denoted by
dil(h ,u)
and is  referred to as a*dilatation’ function. The formex F* is  
referred to as dilatation of F and the relationship between F and F ‘ is  
written as
F' =di 1 (h, u) IF.
For example, i f
E = { [ 4 , - 9 , 1 [2 ,-6 ,2 ;  3 ,3 , - ! ] } ,
then
d i l (1,2 ) |E = { [8 ,- 9 , l ] , [4 ,- 6 ,2 ;  6 ,3 , - ! ] }  
and d i1(2 ,-2/3)!E={[4,6,1 ] , [2 ,4 ,2 ;  3 , - 2 , - ! ] } .
Any dilatation of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
I f  F and F' are two formices such that 
F '= d il(h ,u)!F
implemented. That is,
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and i f  P is  an in t r in s ic  plot of F involving the h direction through 
coordinate specifications and P' is  a homobasic plot of F ' , then P 1 is  
obtained by stretching or contraction of P by a factor of |u| in a direction  
paralle l to the 1  ^ axis. Furthermore, there is  normally an accompanied 
translational displacement and i f  u<o then there w il l  also be an additional 
ref lective  effect. For example, le t  F be a formex of the second grade 
whose pertr ins ic  plot is  shown in F ig .5.19, and le t
F x = F # d i l ( M ) ! F ,
F2 ~Fx #  dil (2 , | )  5 Fx 
and F3 =di1(1 , - | )  | F # d i1(1, | ) | F .
Pertr in s ic  plots of formices r e c | F x, r e c jF a and F 3 are shown in F ig s .5.20, 
5.21 and 5.22, respectively.
Some basic properties of dilatation functions are as follows:
•  Dilatation functions that relate to different directions are 
commutative. That i s ,  i f  h/h', then
d i1(h* ,u ‘ ) |d i1(h ,u ) ! F=di1(h ,u ) !dil (h1,u ') |F .
• I f  u i s  a nonzero rational sca la r ,  then a dilatation function
d i1(h,u)
has an inverse and this given by
d i1(h ,1/u).
A composite function of the form
tran(h ,v )!d il(h ,u )
is  referred to as a ‘ d ila t ive  translation1 function and is  written 
as
d i1t (h ,u ,v ) .
Thus, d i l t ( h ,u ,v ) !F
and tra n (h ,v ){d il(h ,u ) !F
are equivalent ways of writing the same formex.
1*h
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Let F be. a . formex of the n grade where n>2 and le t  hx and h2 , hx/h2 , 
be two nonzero positive integers less than or equal to n. A lso ,le t  u 
be a rational scalar such that i f  Ifo, is  the h2 index of a signet of F, 
then,for every signet of F the product ul^ is  an integer. Furthermore, 
le t  a formex F' be obtained from F by replacing every s ig n e t[ I x , I 2 »• • • JnJ 
of F by [ I[  , I 2 . .  J n l ,  where for a l l  values of i = l , 2 , . . . , n  except for 
i=h x
n - h
and n,i =ih,
The rule by which F is  transformed into F ’ is  symbolized in terms of a 
function. This function is  denoted by
sal(hx,h2 ,u)
and is  referred to as a ‘ sa ltat ion ’ function. The formex F' is  referred  
to as a saltation of F and the relationship between F and F' is  written as
F 1 =sal (hx ,h2 ,u ) ! F.
For example, i f
E= {[4 ,-9 ,1] , [2 ,-6 ,2 ; 3 ,3 , - ! ] } ,
then
s a l (1 ,2 ,1 /3 )|E={[1, - 9 , 1 ] , [0 ,-6 ,2 ; 4 ,3 , - ! ] }  
and s a l (3 ,1 ,1 ) !E= {[4 ,-9 ,5 ] ,[2 ,-6 ,4 ;  3 ,3 ,2 ]} .
Any saltation of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty formex 
i t s e l f .
I f  F and F ’ are two formices such that 
F ‘ =sal(h x,h2 ,u ) ! F
and i f  P is  an in tr in s ic  plot of F involving the hx direction, through 
coordinate specifications and P‘ is  a homobasic plot of F' then P1 is  
obtained by translating the plot of every signet t  of F by ul^ 2 units 
in the direction of Ihx axis,where Ih2 is  the h^*1 index of t.
5,7 Sa l t a t i o n Func ti on s
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For example, le t  F be a formex of the second grade whose p ertr in s ic  plot is  
shown in Fig. 5.23, and le t
F i= sa l(1 , 2 , J ) !F,
F2 =sal (2,1 , | )  IF 
and F3 =sal(1 ,2 , - | ) I F .
Pertr in s ic  plots of formices Ft ,F2 and F3 are displayed in Figs. 5.24,
5.25 and 5.26, respectively.
Some properties of saltation functions are:
•  Saltation functions in general do not commute.
•  The inverse of a saltation function
sa l(h i ,h 2 ,u) is  the function sal (hi ,h2 »~u).
That i s ,
sal (hj. ,h2 , u ) - 1|F=sal(h1 A  ,-u )|F .
•  sal (ht ,h2 ,u ’ ) I sal (hx ,h2 ,u)|F=sal(hx A  ,u+u')|F.
This in turn implies that
sal (hi A  ,u ) 1 |F=sal (hx , h2 , i u) | F , 
where i is  any integer.
5,8 Geminations and Triads
A ‘ gemination’ is  a transflection that relates to two directions.
A vertition function, for instance, is  a gemination. Three families of
geminations are of special in terest. These are known as geminids,
geminises and geminits and a description of these is  given below.
A ‘ geminid5 is  a gemination that relates to directions 1 and 2 in the order
1,2. In particu lar,
'tran(2 ,u2) I tran(l ,u x)
is  referred to as a ‘ translation geminid5 and is  written as 
tranid(uls u2) ,
re f ( 2 ,ua) Ire f ( l  ,ut )
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is  referred to as a ‘ reflection geminid* and is  written as 
refid(u t>u 2) ,
ver(l , 2 ,^  ,ua)
is  referred to as a ‘ vertition geminid3 and is  written as verid(Ui ,u8).
pro j(2 ,ua ) lp r o j ( l , ux) 
is  referred to as a ‘ projection geminid3 and is  written as projid( ul s ua ) ,  
d i l ( 2 ,ua ) J d i l ( l  ,Ux) 
is  referred to as a ‘ dilatation geminid3 and is  written as d i l id (u x ,ua ) , 
lam(2 ,ua ) I lam (l9ux ) 
is  referred to as a ‘ lambda geminid3 and is  written as lamid(ux ,ua ) ,  
gam(l #2 ,ux ,ua )
is  referred to as a ‘ gamma geminid9 and is  written as gamid(ux ,ua ) ,  
clov(l , 2 ,U i , u2)
is  referred to as a ‘ clover geminid3 and is  written as clovid(u1 ,u2) 
and r o s ( l , 2 ,U i,ua )
is  referred to as a ‘ rosette geminid9 and is  written as rosid(ux ,u2),
The abbreviation for a geminid is  obtained by attaching the suffix  ‘ id 1 
to the abbreviated name of the function from which the geminid is  derived.
Analogously, there is  a set of geminations, that relate to directions* 1 
and 3 in the order 1,3 and a set of geminations that relate to directions 
2 and 3 in the order 2,3 and where the name ‘geminis1 and the suffix  ‘ i s 1 
are used for the former set and the name ‘ geminit3 and the su ff ix  ‘ i t 5 are 
used for the la tte r .  For example, the function
t ra n it ( j ,k )
is  a ‘ translation geminit3 and is  equivalent to 
t ran (3 ,k )! t r a n ( 2 , j ) ,
The function
p ro j is ( i ,k )
is  a ‘projection geminis3 and is  equivalent to 
proj(3,k)J proj(1 , i )
and the function 
rosit(j»k)
is  a ‘ rosette geminit5 and is  equivalent to 
ro s (2 ,3 , j ,k )  
which is  in turn equivalent to
A ‘ tr iad 3 is  a transflection that relates to directions 1 ,2, and 3 in 
the order of 1,2,3. In p art icu lar ,
tran(3,u3) !tran (2 ,u 2) ! tran(l ,u x)
is  referred to as a ‘ translation triad 5 and is  written as tranad(Ui,u2 ,u 3)
re f(3 ,u 3) !re f (2 ,u 2) | r e f ( l ,U i )
is  referred to as a ‘projection triad 3 and is  written as projad(ul s u2 ,u3)
> and d i l (3 ,u 3) !d i l (2 ,u 2) l d i l ( l , u t)
is  referred to as a ‘d i l ita t io n  tr iad 3 and is  written as d ilad(ul s u2 »u3).
Examples of the use of the functions that are described in this Section 
w ill appear in the remainder of the present work at various points.
There w il l  be no objection to the extension of the l i s t  and definition of 
other geminations and tr iad s , provided that some compatibility with the 
basic scheme is  maintained.
5,9 General Remarks
As mentioned e a r l ie r ,  the functions described in Sections 5.2 to 5 .8, a l l  
belong to the family of transflection functions. In this Section the
transflection functions are discussed in general terms.
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*fchLet F be a formex of the n grade and le t  v . ' s  for i = l , 2 , . . . , n  be
integers. A lso ,le t  a . . ' s  for i = l , 2 , . . . , n  and j = l , 2 , . . . , n  be rational
thscalars^such that i f  I .  is  the i index of a signet of F, then for every 
signet in F, the product a . .1. is  an integer. Furthermore, le t  a
• J ■
formex F* be obtained from F by replacing every signet [ I i , I 2 , . . . , I n ]  
of F by [ I i , I 2, . . .  , In ] ,  where
I l - a ^ I  i+a2. . I2+ . . .  + an-j*n+vj°
The rule by which F is  transformed into F 1 is  symbolized in terms of
a function. This function is  denoted by
gen(A,V)
and is  referred to as a ‘ general transflection* function, where A is  an
n-matrix with entries a . ,  and V is  a row n-vector with entries v . .  The10 i
formex F' is  referred to as a general transflection of F and the relation­
ship between F and F 1 i s  written as
F'=gen(A,V)|F.
For example, i f
E={[4,2,0; -2 ,3 ,1 ; 6 ,0 ,5 ] , [4 ,0 ,5 ] } ,
A=[l/2, 0, 3;
-1 , 2 ,-4 ;
0, 3, 2]*
and
V=[-2,4,5],
then gen(A,V)|E={[-2,8 ,9 ; -6,13,-11; 1 ,19 ,33],[0 ,19 ,27]}.
Any transflection of the empty formex is  considered to be the empty 
formex i t s e l f .
*A notation
A = [ a n , a i 2 ,.». ,a 12.;
a21,a 2 2 , . . . ,a 2 n;
am l, 3m 2, • . • , am & 3 
represents an m by n matrix (or array)
Some basic properties of general transflections are 
•The composite function 
gen(A2 ,V2)|gen(Ax,V A)
(Ax and A2 are of the same order) is  equivalent to the 
function
gen(AiA2, V2+ViA2)*
This implies that, general transflections do not 
commute (since , in general, AxA2/ A2Ax and
V2+VxA2/Vx+V2Ax).
•  The inverse of the function 
gen(A,V) 
is  the function 
genCA-WA"1),
provided that A is  invertable, moreover, the entries of VA" 1 
are integers. I t  should be noted that, the inverse of A, 
A” 1 i s ,  in general, a matrix with rational entries (For the 
cases where the inverse of A is an integer matrix, see the 
Theorem at the end of th is Section).
•The class of three functions, namely, translations,  
dilatations and sa lta t io ns, is  capable of representing 
any general transflection function (A proof ex ists  even 
in the case^the dilatations and saltations are only 
defined on the f ie ld  integers).
For examples, le t  F be a formex of the second grade and 
le t
Fx=gen(Ai,0) {F,
F2=gen(A2,0 )|F  
and F3=gen(A3 ,0 ) |F.
Where, 0 denotes the null row 2-vector and
Ai=[ 1,2;
-2 ,1],
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and As=C 2 , 1 ;
-3,-23®
I t  can be verified that
F i=sal(2 ,1 ,2 )}d i1 (2 ,5 ) | s a l (1 ,2 ,- 2 ) }F,
Fa=dil ( 1 , 2 ) s a l(2 , l  ,-1) |F 
and F3=di1(2,-l/2) [ s a l (2,1 , - 1 ) j s a l ( l ,2 , - 3 ) | d i l ( l ,2 ) ! F„
Theorem: Let A be an integer square matrix, the inverse of A is  an
integer matrix i f  and only i f  | det A |=1.
Proof: Since A is  an integer matrix then the determinant of A, det A,
is  also an integer® I f  det A/0, then the inverse of A, 
denoted by A' exists,and
A ' = ad jA /detA ,
where the adjoint of A, adjA, i s  an integer matrix.
Also, since
detA'A=l, 
or detA'detA=l,
hence detA'=1/detA®
I f  A' is  an integer matrix then detA1 should be an integer, and this  
implies
detA=+l.
On the other hand, i f  | detA | equals to unity, then referring to the 
relation
A‘ =adjA,
A1 w il l  be an integer matrix® This completes the proof.
A2-C 2,-1;
0, 1]
Corollary: I f  A is  a matrix with rational entries such that detA 
is  a nonzero integer, then the inverse of A is  also 
a matrix with rational entries .
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L s  M i  A R T E
CONFIGURATION PROCESSING
6,1 In t r o d u c t io n
Formex algebra provides a convenient tool for algebraic representation and 
processing of ‘ configurations1 , that i s ,  any collection of physical and/or 
abstract objects, such as a structural system, a molecule, a finite-element 
mesh or an e le c tr ica l  network.
In the present Chapter a c lass of structural forms are used as a medium 
to explore some of the ways in which formex algebra may be used in 
configuration processing.
6,2 Probases
To introduce the basic approach in application of formices to configuration 
processing, consider the configuration of F ig .6.1. This may be seen as the 
plan view of a structural form consisting of bar elements. Where in the 
figure, each of the l i t t l e  c ir c le s  (©,•) indicates a d ist in ct  jo in t  of the 
structure, and the lines of various sty les connecting the circles^each
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indicates a single structural element. Now:
•  Let every jo in t  of the structure be associated with a signet 
of grade 2 .
The graphical arrangement of F ig .6 .1 s provides a.basis for setting up such 
an associationship in the sense that the position of every jo in t , i s  
uniquely determined in the integer Cartesian coordinates whose axes are 
denoted by h  and I 2. Through this graphical arrangement, 
therefore, every jo in t  is  associated with a signet of the second grade 
C l i ,1 23• Then, an ingot g of the second grade each one of whose cantles 
relates to a c ir c le  in the figure, a lgebraically  would represent the jo ints  
of the structural form.
Furthermore, le t  the convention be adopted that:
•  Every element of the configuration connecting the two 
signets (jo ints)  t i  and t a is  represented by the cantle of 
the second plexitude [ t i ; t a] or [ t a ;t i3 .
Then,a homogeneous formex of the second plexitude F,each one of whose 
cantles relates to an element of the configuration, a lgebraically  would 
represent the interconnection pattern of the structural configuration.
Formices such as g and F that are used to represent a configuration, are 
referred to as ‘ formex formulations3 for that configuration. I f  F and g 
are of large orders,then, p ra c t ic a l ly ,  they can only be expressed in a 
series of expressions that use the composition operation and other formex 
functions. Then, the word ‘ formulation9 i s ,  a lso , used to refer to the 
process of obtaining such formices as g and F.
I t  is  necessary to have a set of rules in order to carry out a formex 
formulation. Such a set of rules through which a configuration is  
transformed into a set of formices is referred to as a ‘ probasis3 . The 
amount of details contained in a probasis varies from case to case. 
Sometimes, a few simple conventions are su ff ic ien t  and sometimes a long 
l i s t  of specifications are to be provided. Normally, a probasis is  
designed for a class of applications.
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In formex formulation of structural configurations the attention is  focused 
on the ‘ topological* properties and no reference to geometric details is  
made. However, once the formulation is  completed, the geometric 
particulars of the structure,could be related to i t s  formex representation 
through a retrobasis. This implies that a formex formulation accompanied 
by various retrobases may represent many configurations and some of these 
configurations may have l i t t l e  apparent s im ila r ity . For instance, with 
an appropriate retrobasis, the formex F introduced above, can produce 
and represent the configuration of F ig .6 .2. On the other hand, i f  F is  
plotted with the two dimensional Cartesian coordinates
J X = Ix
\ y  = I*,
the resulting configuration w il l  be an in t r in s ic  plot of F as shown in 
F ig .6.1. Here, the signets of g (or F) are plotted in two different  
sty le s ;  and this requires s l ig h t  sophistication in the previously adopted 
plotting conventions. But since the order of appearance of signets 
in the cantles of F does not have any significance, the arrow-heads are 
thus dropped (incidently , one may notice that how a probasis affects  
a ‘ related* retrobasis). Formulation of a structural configuration is  
usually carried out in terms of a graphical arrangement which w ill  be an 
in tr in s ic  plot of the resulting formices. For instance, in dealing with 
the structural form of F ig .6.2 , one could formulate i t  through the 
graphical arrangement of F ig .6.1.
In considering various ways of obtaining a solution to a formex problem, 
there i s ,  f i r s t l y ,  the p o ss ib i l ity  of deriving a uniquely specified formex 
in different ways, but in addition, there is  the p o ss ib i l ity  of existence  
of more than one solution. In general, given a problem whose solution 
is  of the nature of a formex, there exists a set of formices every one of 
which sa t is f ie s  the requirements of the problem. A solution set may be 
‘empty1, have a single element, have more than one but a f in ite  number of 
elements or have in f in ite ly  many elements. For instance, referring to 
the configuration of F ig .6 . I ,  i f  a l l  the formices that are capable of
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representing the interconnection pattern of the configuration are 
assumed to form the elements of a set q , then, F is  a typical element 
of £2 so is  every variant of every sequation of F and so w il l  be every 
formex obtained by replacing every signet [ I i , I a] of F by [ I i , I 2 , I 3, . ♦. 
where n>2 and I 3, . . . , I *  are any integers. Also, since the choice 
of re lative  position of the coordinate system is  arbitrary then every 
translation of F that involves the f i r s t  and/or second directions i s  an 
element of n and so is  every vertition of F that involves the f i r s t  
and second d i re c t io n s . . . .  etc.
The rest of th is Chapter, exemplifies some practical methods of formex 
formulation of a family of structural systems known as double-layer grids.
A double-layer grid consists of two interconnected paralle l networks of 
bar elements. The configuration of F ig .6 .1 , for instance, shows the 
plan view of a double-layer grid, where the jo ints of the top-layer are 
indicated thus •  .
The interconnection pattern of a double-layer grid is  represented by a 
homogeneous formex of the third grade and second plexitude in which each 
cantle represents an element of the grid. Furthermore, this formex is  
constituted such that i f  [ I i , I 2 , I 3] represents a typical signet of the 
formex, then
I 3=l for the top-layer jo ints  
and I 3=0 otherwise.
Formex plots representing double-layer grids are referred to as ‘ (normal) 
N-plots* or ‘ (normal) Z-plots* depending on their  jo ints  or elements 
of the top and bottom-layers being drawn in different s ty le s ,  respectively. 
Combination of the two types of plots is  referred to as a ‘ (normal) 
NZ-plot5, For instance, F ig .6 .4 is  an N-plot; F ig .6 .5 is  a Z-plot 
with the elements of the bottom-layer drawn in broken l in e s ;  and F ig .6.1 
is  an NZ-plot of a double-layer grid. A plot of the type shown in F ig .6 .3 
is  referred to as an ‘oblique Z-plot* (s im ila r ly ,  ‘oblique N-plot*).
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An oblique Z-plot is  used wherever some of the elements of the grid in i t s  
normal Z-plot overlap or coincide. The term ‘ Z-plot3 is  used to refer to 
either a normal Z-plot or an oblique Z-plot.
A retrobasis that gives r ise  to an oblique Z-plot has a coordinates
X = Ix-fal3
y = I 2+(3I 3s
where a and $ are constants suitably chosen for each individual case 
and where a and 3 for each oblique Z-plot are graphically displayed, as
shown in F ig .6.3. A normal Z-plot is  both complete and in t r in s ic  but i t
is  not p ertr in s ic . An oblique Z-plot, on the other hand, is  complete but 
not in t r in s ic .  The convention of denoting the axes by I i  and I 2, however, 
is  extended to the case of oblique Z-plots with I x replacing x and I 2 
replacing y.
The process of relating the geometric particulars of commonly used double­
layer grids to the ir  formex representations is  quite straight-forward and 
consequently in the remainder of this Chapter the attention is  focused 
on interconnection patterns*.
5 , 3  P e rp a n s iv e  F o rm u la t io n s
Let i t  be required to produce a formex formulation for the interconnection 
pattern of a double-layer grid whose normalN-plot is  shown in F ig .6 .4 .
The top-layer elements that are paralle l to the I t  axis may be represented 
by
FjTo” t r a n id ( 2 i ,2 j ) ! [ l ,  1,1; 3 ,1 ,1 ] ,
Also, the top-layer elements that are paralle l to the I 2 axis may be 
represented by
* The work by J .S .  Sanchez Alvarez,
"Formex Formulation of Structural Configurations",
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Surrey, 1980,
provides an extensive number of examples on the formex formulation of 
structural configurations and on the association of the geometric 
particulars of various types to the formex representations.
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m N II if
-
o
k Y b■ Zj=0 ' t ra n id (2 i ,2 j ) | [1 ,1 ,1 ; 1,3,13.
S im ila r ly , the bottom layer elements may be represented by
E = y 11 H =0 . y 8 . “j =0 t r a n id ( 2 i ,2 j ) | [2 ,2 ,0 ; 4 ,2,0]
and
E _ y 12, 
H=o er
r II o t r a n id ( 2 i ,2 j )\[2 ,2 ,0 ;  2 ,4 ,0 ] ,
Furthermore, the bracing elements may be represented by
e y 12t s ~ H =0 d
r1 II 
00
o t ran id(2i , 2j ) | r o s id ( 2 , 2 ) ! [ ! , ! , ! ;  2 , 2 , 0]
Fina lly ,the  required formex may be obtained as
F -  l A -  E . .N =1 i
The process through which the above formex F is  obtained exemplifies a class  
of formex formulations that are known as ‘ perpansive* formulations. In a 
perpansive formulation one begins by choosing a number of basic cantles and/ 
or formices, that are known as ‘ generants* and obtains the required resu lt  
by composition of various transformations of the generants. For instance,
C l , 1,1; 3,1,1]
and
[1 ,1 ,1 ; 1,3,13, 
used with Ex and E2 above, are generants.
There ex ists  a particular category of perpansive formulations that are 
referred to as ‘ primitive3 formulations. The characteristic  feature of 
a primitive formulation is that i t  employs no functional procedure other 
than the process of formex composition. As an example, a primitive  
formulation for the interconnection pattern of the double-layer grid 
whose N-plot is  shown in F ig .6 .4 is  given below, where E x,E 2 ,E 3 ,E * ,E 5 
and F have the same significance as described in the above example.
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Ea- .^j _q p^g-'t2i+l ,2j+l ,1 ; 2i+l ,2j+3, 13,
Es= M j j -  | § g-C2i+2,2j+2,Q; 2i+4,2j+2,0],
M r  ^ r c 2i+2»2j +2»°; 21+2 , 20+4 , 0 3 ,
E»= M r ^ f c - « 2i+1 .2 j+ l , l ;  2i+2,2j+2,0],
[2i+3,2j+l ,1 ; 2 i+2,2j+2,0],
[2i +3 ,2 j+3,l; 2i+2,2j+2,0],
[2 i+1,2 j+ 3 ,1; 2i+2,2j+2,0]}
and F = E. ,
I t  may be stated categorically that any interconnection pattern may always 
be represented through a primitive formulation. However, primitive formulations 
are normally d i f f ic u l t  to write and th is , in  p a r t i c u l a r s  the case when 
the configuration to be represented is  not highly regular. Primitive  
formulations, on the other hand, could give r ise  to e f f ic ie n t  computer 
routines and, consequently, the usage of primitive formulations is  usually 
confined to standard routines for dealing with formex representation of 
configurations.
6.4 Superpansive Formulations
In a perpansive formulation of an interconnection pattern, the required 
formex is  obtained as a simple composition of formices representing various 
collections of the elements of the configuration and at no stage of the 
formulation any superfluous elements are generated. However, i t  is  often 
convenient to allow superfluous elements to be generated in the intermediate 
stages of the formulation and these superfluous elements may,then, be disposed 
of through such functions as recision and cordations. This approach in
E >= ? w % l r i:21+1*2j+1’1; 2'+3»2j+1»i]»
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generation of formices for representation of configurations gives r ise  to 
formulations that are referred to as ‘ superpansive* formulations. Super- 
pansive formulations are part icu lar ly  convenient when one i s  dealing with 
irregular configurations.
As an example, consider the configuration of F ig .6 .4 . This configuration 
has been formulated in two different ways in the preceding Section using 
the perpansive approach. The following superpansive formulation provides 
yet another way of representing this configuration.
E l= tranid(2i ,2 j) |ro s id (2 ,2 )  1 { [1 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,1 ,1 ] ,
[2,2,0; 1,1,1]},
where Ex represents a l l  the top-layer elements and a l l  the bracing elements 
with some of the top-layer elements doubly represented,
E2= jlI J -  t ra n id (2 i ,2 j) |ro s id (3 ,3 ) |[2 ,2 ,0 ;  4 ,2 ,0 ] ,
where E2 represents a l l  the bottom-layer elements with some of them 
doubly represented and
F=arec| (Ex# Ea) ,
where F is  a complete description of the configuration of F ig .6.4 and i t  does 
not include any double representation of elements.
As the second example, a superpansive formulation is  given for a double-layer 
grid an oblique Z-plot of which is  shown in F ig .6.3.
K=  L j l r l j i r  t ra n id (2 i ,2 j) ! ro s id (2 ,2 ) ! { [ l ,2 , l ;  2 ,] ,1 ] ,
[1,2,1; 2,2,0]}
where E x represents a l l  the pyramidal units,
^  tran id (2 i ,2 o ) |ro s id (3 ,3 ) ![2 ,2 ,0 ;  4 ,2 ,0 ] ,
©
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E2=arec!E2 ,
where E2 represents a l l  the bottom-layer elements,
E3=1 am(2,10)! tran(l , Z i ) 1 [2 ,1 ,1 ; 4,1,13,
where E3 represents the top-layer boundary elements that are paralle l to 
the I i  ax is ,
E .=lam(l,14) | JfJg- t r a n ( 2 ,2 j ) | [ l ,2 ,1 ;  1 ,4 ,1 ] ,
where E* represents the top-layer boundary elements that are paralle l  
to the I 2 ax is , and f in a l ly ,  the required formex is  obtained as
V....A,... e .
The pruning medium in the above examples is  the absolute recision function 
but the following examples i l lu s t ra te  the use of the cordations in dealing 
with over generated formices.
Let i t  be required to produce a formex formulation of a double-layer grid 
whose normal Z-plot is shown in F ig .6.5. I t  may be seen that this  
configuration is  a subset of the configuration of F ig .6.4 whose formulation 
is  discussed e a r l ie r .  I f  E is  a formex that represents the configuration 
of F ig .6 .4, then a formex representing the configuration of F ig .6 .5 is  
obtained as
Fi=lux(g)|E,
where
9!= I - f r r E j i f -  projid (4i,4j+2)|C4,b,03
and
g=9i# £y|y- tran(2 ,6 j) | [16,4 ,0].
S im ilarly , a formex representing the Z-plot of F ig .6.6 may be obtained 
as
F2=lux(g)|E,
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gi= g a n i i d ( l , l ) i { [ 7 , l , l ] , [ 9 , l , l ] , [ 8 ,2 ,0 ] } ,  
g2=lam(2,10) |(gx#  [1,1,13)
and
g=lam(l,14)!(g2# [2,10,03).
Using the same approach, a formex representing the Z-plot of F ig .6.7  
i s  given by
F3=lux(g)IE,
where
g .=  M o - ^ f i i r  tranad( 2i+ k>2j +k>-k) ! [ 2 i , 7 , i ]
and
g=gi# [5 ,6 ,0 ]#  p ro j(2 ,2 j+ l) | [ 1 ,1 ,1 ] ,
As the la st  example in this Section, a superpansive formulation is 
given for a formex that represents the Z-plot of F ig .6. 8 -
I f  ga=rosid(2,2 )![1 ,1 ,13#  { [2 ,2 ,0 ] , [4 ,2 ,0 ] , [5 ,1 ,1 ] } ,  
g2= re f( l ,7 ) |gx#  t r a n ( l ,1 2 ) !gx
and
g=g!# g2# tranid(12,8) !gx# [12,10,0],  
then the required formex is  given by
F*=lux(g)!E,
where E is  a formex that represents the N-plot of F ig .6 .4.
6,5 F u r t h e r  Exam ples
Configuration processing is  further exemplified in this Section.
The formulations are given without any detailed explanation.
A formex Fz representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer 
grid whose oblique Z-plot is  shown in F ig .6.9 may be obtained as
where
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Fig. 6.12
Fi=rec! t ran id (2 i ,2 j)J ro s id (2 ,2 )J la m (l ,2 ) |E l#
E x -C IJ  ,0 ; 2 ,1,13# r o s 1 s ( l | . , i ) !C l ,1 ,0; 2,1,0]
and
F2-lux(t i:9 ,7 ,0 ] , [ 9 ,7 ,1 ] } ) ^ ,#  tran id (21 ,2 j) !E3,
where
E3=[2,2,0; 2 ,2 ,1 ]#  ro s id (2 ,2 ) | { [2 ,2 ,0 ;  2 ,1 ,0 ] ,
[2,2,0; 2 ,1 ,1 ],[2 ,2 ,1; 2,1,1]).
A formex F3 representing the interconnection pattern of a double­
layer grid whose Z-plot is  shown in F ig .6.10 may be obtained as follows
E,=rosid{2 ,2 ) | { [2 ,2 ,0 ;  2 ,1 ,1 ] , [2 ,1 ,1 ;  1 ,2 ,1 ] } ,
E3= XjTg-Sjlo-  trar'lc* ( 2 i ,2 j ) !E , ,
E3=rosid{3,3)! { [3 ,3 ,0 ;  2 ,2 ,0 ] , [3 ,3 ,0 ;  3 ,2 ,1 ]} ,  
tranid(2i ,2 j ) ] E 3,
E3=lam(2,10)! E jg j -  tranfl , 2 i ) ! [2 ,1 ,1 ;  4 ,1 ,1 ] ,
Es=lam(l ,14)! I - J g -  tran (2 ,2 j) |  [1 ,2 ,1 ; 1,4,1]
and
f 3=e 2# e , # e 5# e 6 .
A formex F# representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer
grid whose Z-plot is  shown in F ig .6.11 may be obtained as
F#=lux(E)!F3,
where F3 is  the formex representing the configuration of F ig .6.10, as 
given above, and where
E= Sjio- J j io - tranid(4i+2k,4j+2k)I[3 ,3 ,0 ] .
where
A formex Fs representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer 
grid whose Z-plot is  shown in F ig06012 may be obtained as follows:
Ei={Cl ,1 ,1 ; 5 ,1 ,1 ] , [5 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,4 ,1 ] ,[3 ,4 ,1 ;  1 ,1 ,1 ] } ,
E2={[3,2 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ] ,[3 ,2 ,0 ;  5 ,1 ,1 ] , [3 ,2 ,0 ;  3 ,4 ,1 ] } ,  
E3=tranad(-2,1, - 1 ) *EX# t r a n ( l , - 4 ) | ( E x# E2) ,
trani d( 4i+2 j , 3 j ) IE 3 ,
F2=Fi# J|~Q“ t r a n ( l ,4 i ) ![19 ,34 ,1 ; 23,34,1]
and
F5=lux(G3) ! F 2,
where
G3=E3#  J^ |Q -tran(l,4 i) ![2 1 ,3 5 ,0 ] ,
G3=Gi# Jpg-ti-an id(2k,3k)!ref(l,19) |E3
and
G3=G3#  J]^ -p 4^ tran id (-2 i+ 2k ,3 i+ 3k)!
{E47,20 ,0 ] ,[49 ,19 ,1 ]} .
A formex F6 representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer 
grid whose Z-plot i s  shown in Fig.6.13 may be obtained as follows:
F*=l ux(G1# G 2)JF5,
where Fs represents the interconnection pattern of the double-layer 
grid of Fig. 6.12, as given above, and where Gx and G2 are obtained 
as follows:
Gi={[19 ,8 ,0 ] ,[1 5 ,14 ,0 ] ,[23 ,14 ,0 ]}
and
G2=^ * ^ W ‘ tranid(' 2i+2k,3i+3k)! 15:37,11’0 ]>
[ 39,10,1 ] } .
A formex F7 representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer 
grid whose Z-plot is  shown in Fig.6.14 may be obtained as
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Ei=arecjlanrid(3,3)l{ [3 ,3 ,0 ;  2 ,1 ,1 3 ,[3 ,3 ,0 ; 1 ,3 ,1 ] } ,
ES=U3,3,0; 6 ,1 ,0 3 ,[3 ,3 ,0 ;  3 ,7 ,0 ] , [3 ,3 ,0 ;  6 ,5 ,0 ] ,
[2 ,5 ,1 ; 1 ,3 ,1 ] ,[1 ,3 ,1 ;  2 ,1 ,1 ] , [ 2 ,1 ,1; 4 ,1 ,1 ] } ,
E3=M o “tranid( 3i >2i) | { E i#  E2) ,
fri = M r M o ' tran1d 6^ i ,4 ^ ' E3*
Fa=Fa# Jr|g -tran( l , 6 i ) ! { [4 ,1 ,1 ;  5 ,3 ,1 ] ,
[2 ,33,1 ; 4 ,33 ,1 ]} ,
G i=Jj|o 'tr'arl(1* 6 i ) l { [ 6 .1 .0 ; 6 ,33,0 ; 3,35,0],
[5 ,35 ,1]}
Gs=G1# M o - tran( 2 ,4 j ) ! {c4 2 ,5 ,0 ] , [4 3 ,3 , l ] } ,
G3=1amid(21,17) !{[18,17,0] ,[21,15,0]},
G«=lamid(21,17)! {[20,17,1 ] , [ 1 9,15,1 ] } ,
F3=lux(G1#  G2# G3) [Fa
and
F7=conex(G4) ! F3o
A formex Fs representing the interconnection pattern of a double-layer 
grid whose normal NZ~plot is  shown in Figo60l may be obtained as follows:
F8=lux(G)!arec,, (E i # E 2) ,
where
EI = M o - M o _tran id (2i , 2 j ) ! ro s id(2»2)l{[l  .1 .1 ; 3 ,1 ,1 ] ,
[2,2,0; 1 ,1 ,1 ] } ,
Ea=M 5_ M 5 ' tran1d(21#2j)lrOS'id(3,3)1C2 ,2 ,0 ; 4 ,2 ,0]
and
G=lamid (n  ,12) : M r M f  % % ' C2i" k>2j ' k>k ] -
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The formulations given in th is Section do not necessarily represent the 
‘ best1 derivations for the required formices. In fact ,  the use of such 
words as ‘ best1 and ‘optimum1 in relation to a formex formulation is  
meaningful only i f  a point of view is  specified with respect to which a 
formulation may be chosen in preference to another* In a practical 
context one may have such c r ite r ia  as ‘convenience for human formulator1 
‘ computational eff ic iency1 and ‘ conciseness of formulation1 with respect 
to which a number of formex formulations may be compared with one 
another* As far as the above given formulations are concerned, however 
the only objective has been to provide a collection of solved problems 
and to demonstrate some common ways of dealing with formex formulation 
of configurations.
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ii—~7
H A R T E R  /
FORMEX FUNCTIONS ON STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
7.1 Introduction
The present Chapter is  concerned with the introduction of a family of formex 
functions that relate to structural analysis problems. There are s ix  
classes of functions in this family; and these are known as cipher, decipher, 
latitude, natural sequation, symphysis and desymphysis functions.
7.2 Cipher and Decipher Functions
thLet F and g be a formex and an ingot of the n grade, respectively, and le t  
E be the nexum of F with respect to g. That i s ,
E=nex(g)|F.
Furthermore, le t  a formex F' be obtained from E by replacing every signet 
t= [Ii , I 2 j . . .  J n ]  of E by a signet of the f i r s t  grade [ I ] ,  where I is  the 
orderate of t with respect to g. The formex F' is  referred to as the
‘cipher* of F with respect to g.
The rule through which the cipher of a formex with respect to an ingot is
obtained is  represented by a function which is  denoted by cip(g) and is
referred to as a cipher function. I f  F 1 is  the cipher of a formex F with 
respect to an ingot g, then the relationship between F and F' is  written as
F'=cip(g)IF.
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F={[9,7,5; 2 ,1 ,0 ; 5 ,3 ,1 ] , [4 ,3 ,2 ] , [8 ,6 ,4 ;  9 ,7 ,5 ] ,
[5 ,3 ,1 ; 2 ,1 ,0 ] , [5 ,3 ,1 ] }
and
g = { [ 2 , l ,0 ] , [ 5 ,3 , l ] , [ 9 ,7 ,5 ] }
then
cip(g)IF={[3; 1; 2 ] ,[2 ;  1 ] , [2 ] } .
The cipher of the empty formex with respect to any ingot is  the empty formex 
and so is  the cipher of any formex with respect to the empty formex. That 
i s ,  for any formex F and any ingot g
c ip (g ) !{}={}
and
c ip ( { } ) ! F={}.
The practical application of cipher functions is i l lu stra te d  in terms of the 
following examples:
Let a formex F representing the interconnection pattern of the double­
layer grid of F ig .7 .1, be written as
F=arec|(E1# E 2) ,
where
El= M o "  M o "  tran id(2 i > 2 j ) | r o s id ( 2 ,2 ) ; { [ l , l , l ;  2 ,2 ,0 ] ,
[1 ,1 ,1 ; 3 ,1 ,1]}
and
E*= ^ 0 "  tranid(2i ,2 j)  |rosid(3,3) J [2 ,2 ,0 ; 4 ,2 ,0 ] .
Also, let an ingot gi representing the nodal points of the configuration be 
obtained as
g 1 x # e2,
wh ere
e!= Pr°Jid(2i+l ,2j+l) I [1,1,1 ]
For example, if
and
e 2 — ProJid(2 i , 2 j ) ! [2 ,2 ,0 ] .
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The orderate of every cantle of gx is written near the node represented by 
i t  in F ig .7.1. An examination of
Hi=cip(gt ) ! F
reveals that Hi is  a formex whose cantles are a re-arrangement of the sequence 
of cantles
[V; 2 ] ,[2 ;  33,[3; 4 ] , [1 ;  363,[2; 3 6 ]  ...........
and that th is  sequence of cantles provides a complete description of the 
interconnection pattern of the configuration of F ig .7.1. I t  is  as though 
the nodal points are numbered in the manner shown in F ig .7.1 and then Hx 
is  a set of ordered pairs of node numbers describing the interconnection 
pattern. This numbering scheme is  not affected by the order of appear­
ance of the cantles in F but is  dictated by that of g x.
As a second example, le t  an ingot g2 be generated as follows: 
ei= i ^ r  Proj ( 2>2j +1) !n , l , l ] ,
62= t p r  Pr ° J (2 92j ) | [2 ,2 ,0 ] ,  
e3= Jnjfy- t r a n ( l ,2 i ) j (ex#  ea)
and
g2=e3# tran(l,T2)|ex.
The orderate of every cantle of g2 is  written near the nodal point 
represented by i t  in F ig .7.2. I t  may be verified that the formex
H 2 =ci p (g a) IF
is  again a complete description of the interconnection pattern of the 
double-layer grid under consideration but th is time the description is  
in terms of the numbering scheme of F ig .7.2.
The facts i l lu stra te d  by the above two examples may be generalized as 
follows: Once a formex F representing the interconnection pattern of a 
structure is in hand, one may proceed by generating an ingot g whose 
cantles represent the nodes of the structure and the disposition of 
whose cantles re f lects  the required manner of node numbering and then the 
formex
H=cip(g)! F
TOO
w ill  provide a description of the interconnection pattern in terms of the 
node numbering scheme dictated by the order of appearance of the cantles 
in g.
An interesting situation arises when the ingot with respect to which the 
cipher of a formex is  found does not contain a l l  the signets of this formex. 
This w ill  be the case, for instance, i f  one writes
H3=cip(g3) !F ,
where F is  the formex representing the interconnection pattern of F ig .7 .2 . ,
as given above, and 
g3=lux(e)!g2,
where g2 is  the ingot representing the nodal points of the configuration 
of F ig .7.2, as given above, and
e=lamid(5,4){[1 ,1 ,1 ] .
The configuration described by H3 is  shown in F ig .7.3, where the node 
numbers shown are the corresponding orderates of the cantles of g3 .
The effect is  that as though one had written
H3=cip(g3) !nex(g3) ! F.
Another interesting case arises when the ingot with respect to which the 
cipher of a formex is  found contains one or more signets that are not in 
this formex. For instance, consider
H*=cip(g*)!F,
where F is  the formex representing the interconnection pattern of F ig .7.1, 
as given above, and
9* =  P r o j ( l , i ) i  X j l ’j p r o j(2, j ) ! { [ ! ,  1, 0] , [ 1, 1, 1] } .
The interconnection pattern represented by H4 is  the same as that of 
F ig .7.1 but the node numbers consist of a nonconsecutive set of numbers 
as shown in F ig .7.4, where the gaps in the sequence of node numbers
correspond to the signets that are in g* but not in F.
One occasion when the above feature proves to be of value is  when a
structural configuration is  represented by a set of formices
1 0 1
Fig. 7.4
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F i »F j) • • • j Fn
rather than by a single formex. Such a manner of representation may for 
instance, be due to the fact that the structural analysis procedure requires 
that a l l  the elements that are represented by a single formex should have 
identical properties. Here, one may choose an ingot g that represents 
a l l  the nodal points of the configuration,and then^work with the set of
formices
E x=cip(g)!F19 
E2=cip(g)!F29
En=c ip (g )| F n .
The effect is  that an individual formex E. may relate to a nonconsecutive 
set of node numbers but the combination of Ei,E2,...»En relates to a 
consecutive set of numbers.
Let F be a formex of the f i r s t  grade and le t  g be an ingot of any grade 
and of order r .  Also, le t  a formex E be obtained from F by deleting 
every cantle of F that contains a signet t such that e ither t<0 or t>r 
(Note that since F is  a formex of the f i r s t  grade then t is  an integer). 
Furthermore, le t  a formex F' be obtained from E by replacing every signet 
t of E by the signet of g whose orderate is  equal to t . The formex F 1 
thus obtained is  referred to as the ‘ decipher’ of F with respect to g.
The rule through which the decipher of a formex with respect to an ingot 
g is  obtained is  represented by a function which is  denoted by decip(g) 
and is  referred to as a decipher function. I f  F l is  the decipher of a 
formex F with respect to an ingot g, then the relationship between F and 
F' is  written as
F ‘ =decip(g) 1 F.
For example, i f
F={[4; 32; 11,[3; 4; ! ] , [ ! ;  3 ] , [ - l ;  2]}
and
g={ [5 ,2 ] , [ 4 ,3 ] , [1 1 ,0 ] , [ - 1 ,2 ] , [ 3 ,9 ] }
then
decip(g)! F={[11,0; -1 ,2 ; 5 ,2 ] , [5 ,2 ;  11,0]}.
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The decipher of the empty formex with respect to any ingot is  the empty 
formex and so is  the decipher of any formex of the f i r s t  grade with 
respect to the empty formex. That i s ,  i f  F is  a formex of the f i r s t  
grade and g is  any ingot, then
decip(g)!{}= {}
and
decip(O) |F={}.
In general, neither a cipher function nor a decipher function has an 
inverse. However, i f  F is  a formex and g is  a catena of F and i f
F ‘ =cip(g)JF,
then
F=decip(g)! F ‘ .
Also, i f  F is  a formex of the f i r s t  grade and g is  an ingot of any grade 
and of order r and i f  every signet t of F is  nonzero and positive and is  
less than or equal to r and i f
F'=decip(g)!F,
then
F=cip(g)! F' 
and g w il l  be a catena of F 1.
7.3 L a t i t u d e  F u n c t io n s
Let F and g be a formex and an ingot of the same grade, respectively, and 
let E be the cipher of F with respect to g. That i s ,
E=cip(g)! F.
Also, le t  [Nx; N2; . Nml be a typical cantle of E and le t  the difference 
between a l l  possible pairs of integers taken from Nx,Na»...,Nm be compared 
and the greatest of these differences be denoted by 5, where i f  m=l then
6 is  considered to be equal to zero. Furthermore, le t  S's for a l l  the
cantles of E be compared and the greatest of these be denoted by a . This
integer is  referred to as the ‘ la titude5 of F with respect to g.
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The rule through which the latitude of a formex with respect to an ingot 
is  obtained is  represented by a function which is  denoted by lat(g) and 
is  referred to as a latitude function. I f  A is  the latitude of a formex 
F with respect to an ingot g, then the relationship between A and F is  
written as
A=lat(g)|F.
For example, le t
F={[1,4; 2 ,1; 7 ,0 ] , [ -1 ,4 ;  6 ,4 ] ,[7 ,0 ;  5 ,5; 7,0]}
and
g—{ [ 1 ,1 ] , [ 7 ,0 ] , [ 5 ,5 ] , [ 6 ,2 ] , [ 1 ,4 ] , [ 6 ,4 ] , [ 0 ,0 ] ,
[2 ,1 ] } .
The cipher of F with respect to g is  given by 
cip(g)IF={[5; 8; 2 ] ,[2 ;  3; 2]} 
and the latitude of F with respect to g is  obtained as 
lat(g)IF=6.
The latitude of the empty formex with respect to any ingot is zero and
so is  the latitude of any formex with respect to the empty formex. That
i s ,  for any formex F and any ingot g
lat(g)I{}=0
and
1 at( { } ) { F=0.
A latitude function has no inverse.
Let F be a formex and le t  a be the set of a ll  catenas of F. Also, le t  
e. be a typical element of n and le t  the latitude of F with respect to 
e.j be denoted by a..* that i s ,
Ai = la t(e .) |F .
The set of a l l  a. 's has a lower bound and i f  this lower bound is  denoted 
by aq then every element e.. of u for which A^ =AQ is referred to as a
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Let F and g be a formex and an ingot of the f i r s t  grade, respectively , 
such that
cip(g)lF*F.
Then in the relationship  
A=lat(g) IF,
A is  referred to as the ‘ innate latitude5 of F and i t  simply may be 
obtained from
A=inlat|F,
where ‘ in ia t 5 denotes a function that is  referred to as the innate 
latitude function. I t  should be evident that the innate latitude function 
is  applicable only to formices of the f i r s t  grade a l l  of whose signets 
are nonzero positive integers.
The practical significance of latitude functions w ill  be i l lu stra te d  in 
terms of the examples of the preceding Section. Thus i f  F and gt are 
the formex representing the configuration of F ig .7.1 and the ingot relating  
to the numbering scheme of F ig .7.1, respectively, then
Tat(gx)IF
is  equal to 35 and is  the greatest difference between the terminal node 
numbers of an element in the configuration of F ig .7,1. S im ila r ly , i t  
w ill be found that
la t(g 2)!F=9» 
la t (g 3) !F=9
and
lat(g*)!F=36,
where g2, g3 and g* are ingots given in the preceding Section relating  
to the numbering schemes of Figs. 7 .2, 7.3 and 7.4., respecti vely.
In relation to the st iffness method of structural ana lysis , i t  w ill  
immediately be realised that i f  F represents a structural configuration
‘prime catena* of F.
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and i f  the description of the interconnection pattern for the purposes 
of the analysis is  given by
c ip (g ) !F
then
la t(g ) IF
is  a measure of the band-width of the related st iffness matrix and that 
i f  g is  a prime catena of F then the implied node numbering scheme 
corresponds to the minimum band-width for the st iffness matrix.
The role of latitude functions i s  that they provide band-width infor­
mation in automated structural analysis processes. Also, the concept 
of a latitude function provides a suitable basis for the formulation 
of band-width optimization procedures.
7  A  N a tu ra l  S eq u at io n  F u n c t io n
Let E be an ingot of order r ;  and le t  F be a sequation of E such that: 
For a l l  i = ! , . . . , r ,  and j= i+ l  r ,  i f  t • and t .  are two signets of F* vl
then t .< t . .  The ingot F is  referred to as the ‘natural sequation* of 
i J
E. The natural sequation of the empty formex is  considered to be the 
empty formex i t s e l f .
The rule by which an ingot is  transformed into i t s  natural sequation is  
represented by a function. This function is  denoted by ‘nas5 and is  
referred to as the natural sequation function. Thus, the relationship  
between E and F is  written as
F=nas!E.
For example, i f
E = { [ - 1 ] , [ 4 ] , [ 0 ] , [2 ] , [5 ] , [ 3 ] } ,
then
nas!E= {[-1],[0 ].,*[2],[3],[4 ],[5 ]}  .
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E = {[3 ,2 ,-1 ] , [0 ,0 ,0 ] , [ - 2 ,1 ,0 ] , [ 4 ,0 ,1 ] , [ 0 ,0 ,2 ] ,
[3 ,2 ,0 ]} ,
then
nasi E={[-2 ,1 ,0 ] , [ 0 ,0 ,0 ] , [ 0 ,0 ,2 ] , [ 3 ,2 , - l ] , [3 ,2 ,0 ] ,
[4 ,0 ,1 ]} .
An ingot E , for which 
nasi E=E,
is  said to be a natural ingot^and i f  E is  a catena of a formex H, then,
E is  said to be a natural catena of H. The natural sequation function
has no inverse, and for any integer i>0.
nas1!E=nas{E,
where E is  any ingot.
As an example of practical application of the natural sequation function, 
consider a double-layer grid whose N-plot is  shown in F ig .7.5. The N- 
plot of F ig .7.6, represents projection of th is grid on l x- l 3 plane.
In F ig .7.5, the ‘ coinciding5 jo ints  with in tr in s ic  coordinates
[ I 19Ia» l]  and H i , I 29-1 ]> are represented b y @ .
A formex F representing the interconnection pattern of the double-layer 
grid of F ig .7.5, is  obtained as follows:
g i= r o s id (2 ,3 ) i { [ l ,2 , l ;  2 ,3 ,0 ] , [ 1 ,2 ,1 ; 3 ,2 ,1 ]} ,  
g2= tran ad (l ,- l ,- ] ) | lam (3 , 1 )|9^  
g3={[20 ,9 ,0],[21 ,10 ,1 ]} ,
i f t r  £y=g-tranid ( 2 i ,2 j ) ;g 1>
E>= Xj=g-tranid(2i12 j) ; ro s id (3 ,4 ) | [2 ,3 ,0 ;  4 ,3 ,0 ] ,
E3= J¥~j-(tran(l ,121) Ig-# tranid(8i+2,16) j gs ) ,
And if

¥ 
Cl
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no
mF=arecllux(G)! (E x# E2# E 3).
Now, le t  a catena g be obtained as 
g=nex(F)I(gft# g3) »
where
9*“ & R T  Jj Sqt t ra n id (2 i ,2 j ) | {C 2 ,1 ,0 ] ,[1 ,2 ,1 ]}
and
g„ = tran(l ,1 2 i) I [ 3 ,2 , - ! ] #
Mlg- t ra n ( l ,8 1 ) | [5 ,18,-1] .
The numbering scheme relating to the formex 
c ip (g ) !F
is  shown in F ig .7.5 (and Fig* 7 .6)and 
la t(g )jF= 2 4 2 .
Now, le t
g'=nas!g,
g' is  the exclusive natural catena of F. The numbering scheme implied 
by the formex
cip(g.')IF
is  shown in F ig .7.7 (and Fig. . 7.8)and 
1 at ( g1) j F= 21 •
I t  is  seen that, from the point of view of minimizing the latitude, the 
numbering scheme represented by F ig .7.7 is  a considerable improvement over 
the numbering scheme of F ig .7.5.
G=rosid(21,10) Jg3#
M r  M f  tranid(2i+2j,-2j+10)!g3
and
I t  is  stated that a natural catena is  not, in general, a prime catena.
In many practical cases, however, a natural catena implies the best, 
or almost the best, numbering scheme for the purposes of structural 
analysis.
7 .5  Sy m p h y s is  and De s y m p h y s i s  F u n c t io n s
Let E be a formex of plexitude m; g be an ingot of order N and of the 
same grade as E. And le t  the formex
F=cip(g)!E
be of order r . For a = l , . . . , r
[ J i; J2; . . . ;  Jn»Ja
denotes a typical cantle of F where are d ist in ct  integers.
Furthermore, let A be a square matrix of order m with A [ i ,k ]  , for i & k 
= l , . . . ,m ,  denoting the entry in the i th row and the kth column of A.
Also le t  S be a square matrix of order N defined as 
r
S= I B ,ctT=l «
where a l l  entries of N-matrix B are zeros except B ]for which
Ci 06 1 K
BaCJi ’ J k]=Acijk]-
The matrix S is  referred to as the ‘symphysis5 of A with respect to g and 
E.
Now, with the same assumptions on E, g and F, le t  A be a row (or column)
"fchvector of order m with ACi] for i= l , . . . ,m  denoting the entry in the i 
column (or row) of A. Then, le t  S be a row (or column) vector of order 
N defined as
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S= E B , 
a = l  a
where a l l  entries of N-vector B are zeros except B [ J . ]  for whichCt 0& 1
B [J_.]=ACi]. a 1
The vector S thus obtained is  referred to as the symphysis of vector A
with respect to g and E.
I t  should be mentioned that, i f  A is  constituted of submatrices, then 
A [i,k ]  or ACi] may refer to a submatrix of A.
I f  A is  a Boolean array of order N by N, then a l l  entries of Ba are
'false1 except B ] for whicha 1 K
B CJ. ,J. ]=ACi ,k] *, a 1 K
Moreover, S[p ,q], a typical entry of S, w il l  be defined as
S[p,q]= "
‘ fa lse1 ; i f  and only i f  B [p,q]= false  
for a l l  a = 1 . . “ r .
‘ true1 ; otherwise.
Similar discussion can be made for the case where A is  a Boolean array 
of order N by 1 (or 1 by N).
The rule through which the symphysis of a matrix with respect to a formex 
E and an ingot g is  obtained, is  represented by a function which is  
denoted by sym(g,E) and is  referred to as a Symphysis’ function.
I f  S is  the symphysis of a matrix or a vector A with respect to a formex 
E and an ingot g, then the relationship between these entit ies  is  written 
as
S=sym(g,E)iA.
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The convention is  used that for a formex of the f i r s t  plexitude E, S w il l  
be a column vector. Also, the convention is  used that for the cases where 
c ip (g)!E= {}, the relationship sym(g,E)|A=S w il l  be written as
sym(g,E)|A={}.
Thus, for any formex E and any ingot g, 
sym ({},E )!A={}
and
sym(g,{>)!A={}.
For example, i f
E={[1,2; 3 ,83 ,[1 ,9 ; 7 ,4 ] ,[8 ,0 ;  1 ,9],
[7 ,4 ; 1 ,9 ]} ,  
gi =={[ 1 ,2 ] ,[ ]  ,9] ,[3 ,8 ]  ,[8 ,0 ]  , [7 ,4 ]}
and
Ai=[a,b],
then
sym (gi,E)1A1=[a,a+2b,b,a,a+b].
And i f ,
g 2 = { [ 0 ,0 ] , [ l ,2 ] , [ l ,9 ] , [ - l ,2 ] , [ 3 ,8 ] , [ 8 ,0 ] ,
[7 ,4 ] } ,
A2=[true, fa lse ] ,
then
sym(g2,E ) |A x=[0,a,a+2b,0,b,a,a+b], 
sym(gi,E)iA2= [true ,true ,fa lse ,true ,true]
and
sym(g2,E) !A2= [fa lse ,t ru e ,t ru e ,fa lse ,fa lse ,t ru e ,t ru e ] .
Also, i f
E—{[ 1 ,1 ,1 ; 3 ,1 ,1 ] , [3 ,1 ,1 ;  3,3,1 ] ,[1 ; i  ,1 ; 2 ,2 ,0 ] ,
[3 ,1 ,1 ; 3 ,3 ,1 ]} ,  
g={[2,2 ,0 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ] , [ 3 ,1 ,1 ] , [ 3 ,3 ,1 ] }
and
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A=C4.5, -2 .5 ;
-2 .5 S 4 .5 ] .
sym(g,E)!A=[4.5, -2 .5 , 0, 0;
-2 .5 , 9, -2 .5 , 0;
0 , -2 .5 , 13.5, -5;
0, 0, -5, 93.
In the relationship  
S=sym(g,E)I A,
•  I f  E represents the interconnection pattern of a structural  
configuration and A is  the member st iffness matrix associated 
with E, then S w ill  be the global st iffness matrix associated 
with E and the numbering scheme implied by the formex cip(g)!E .
•  I f  E represents jo ints  of a structural configuration, and i f  A 
represents the jo in t  load associated with E, then S w ill  be the 
load vector associated with E and the jo in t  numbering scheme 
implied by the formex c ip (g)!E . .
•  I f  E represents jo in ts  of a structural configuration, and i f
A represents the jo in t  constraint condition associated with E, 
then S w ill  be the ‘ constraint l i s t 5 associated with E and 
the numbering scheme implied by the formex c ip (g)IE.
Symphysis functions also , find application in checking the equilibrium  
at the jo ints  of a structural system and in calculating the support 
reactions.
Some basic properties of symphysis functions are as follows:
Then
•  A symphysis function has no inverse.
•  For two matrices of the same order A and B, 
sym(g,E)! (A+B)=sym(g,E)JA±sym(g,E)|B.
This implies that for matrices Ax». . . , A . . ,A
n n
z sym(g,E)JA.=sym(g,E)! I  A.. 
i-1  1 i= l
•  For a sca lar 3 , 
sym(g,E)!eA=3sym(g,E)|A.
•  For two formices E x and E 2 of the same grade, 
sym(g,Ei# E2);A=sym(g,E2# Ex) JA.
•  I f  g2 i s  a sequation of an ingot g is then the matrix (or the 
vector) S x=sym(gx»E)|A may be obtained from the matrix (or the 
vector) S 2=sym(g2,E) JA by interchanging the rows and/or the 
columns of S 2 .
Let A be a row (or column) vector of order N; g be an ingot of order N 
and E be a formex of the same grade as g.
Also, le t  F=cip(g)JE be a formex of order r :
F={ba ,b2, . • • s ba , . . . ,b r} ,
where b denotes a typical cantle of F for a = l , . . . , r .a
Then, le t  Q be an ordered collection of r  row (or column) vectors 
Qi3Q29. * - 9Qa »***»Qr written in the form
{Qx,Q2 s. . . ,Qa , . . . ,Qr I
where Q is  defined asa
Qa=F P isPas-'- jqm ]
and
q.=ACJ •]i
for i m .  Here, the integers m and J . are the plexitude and the 
i *^1 signet of the cantle ba of F. And A [J^ldenotes the entry
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of the vector A ( I f  A is  constituted of subvectors, then A[J.] w ill
■hhdenote the J.. subvector of A).
The mathematical entity Q, thus defined, is  referred to as the ‘ desymphysis’ 
of A with respect to g and E. The relationship between Q,A,g and E is  
written as
Q=desym(g,E){A,
where
desym(g,E)
denotes a function which is  referred to as a desymphysis function.
A desymphysis function, in general, has no inverse. In the cases where 
cip(g)E={> , the relationship desym(g,E)JA=Q is  written as
desym(g,E)|A={}.
Thus, for any formex E and any ingot g,
desym(0,E)!A=0
and
desym(g,{})j A={>-
For example, i f
E={[9,7,5; 2 ,1 ,0 ; 5 ,3 ,1 ] , [4 ,3 ,2 ] ,
[8 ,6 ,4 ; 9 ,7 ,5 ] , [5 ,3 ,1 ;  2 ,1 ,0 ] , [5 ,3 ,1 ] } ,  
g={[ 2 ,1 ,0 ] , [ 5 ,3 ,1 ] , [ 9 ,7 ,5 ] } ,  
g'= {[9 ,7 ,5 ] ,[ 6 ,0 ,5 ] , [ 2 ,1 ,0 ] , [ 5 ,3 ,1 ] } ,
A=[l.5 ,2 .5 ,3 .5 ] ,
B=[true,true,false]
and
C=[l.2 ,2 .2 ,3 .2 ,4 .2 ] ,
then
desym(g,E)|A={[3.5,1.5 ,2 .5 ] , [2 .5 ,1 .5 ] ,2 .5 } ,  
desym(g,E)!B={[false,true,true], [ true ,true],true}
and
desym(g',E)JC={[1.2 ,3 .2 ,4 .2 ] , [4 .2 ,3 .2 ] ,4 .2 } .
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In the relationship  
Q=desym(g,E)|A
• I f  E represents the interconnection pattern of a structural 
configuration and A i s  the displacement vector associated with 
g, then Q w il l  be, the collection of the ‘member-end displacement* 
vectors associated with E.
In combination with symphysis functions, desymphysis functions also find 
application in checking the equilibrium at the jo ints of a structural 
system and in calculating the support reactions.
Let E and g be a formex and an ingot of the f i r s t  grade such that 
c ip (g ) !E=E.
This could be the case, for instance, i f  in the course of a structural 
analysis , through the application of cipher functions the formices 
representing a structural configuration are transformed into formices 
of the f i r s t  grade.
Now, i f  g is  of order N,and N is  the greatest of a l l  of the indices of E; 
then in a relationship
R=sym(g,E)!A,
R is  a function of E and A only and i t  is  referred to as the ‘ innate 
symphysis* of A with respect to E, The relationship between R, E and A 
w ill be written as
R=insym(E)!A,
where insym(E) denotes a function that is  referred to as an innate 
symphysis function. I t  should be evident that innate symphysis functions 
are applicable only to homogeneous formices of the f i r s t  grade a l l  of whose 
cantles are constituted of d ist in ct  signets.
The notation is  used that 
insym(O) !A={>, 
where A is  any matrix.
Again, le t  E and g be a formex and an ingot such that 
cip(g)!E=E, 
then in a relationship  
Q=desym(g,E)JA,
Q is  a function of E and A only and i t  is  referred to as the ‘ innate 
desymphysis* of A with respect to E. The relationship between Q, E 
and A w il l  be written as
Q=indesym(E)I A,
where indesym(E) denotes a function that is  referred to as an innate 
desymphysis function. Innate desymphysis functions are applicable 
only to formices of the f i r s t  grade a l l  of whose indices are nonzero 
positive integers.
For the particular case of E={>,
indesym(O)!A -{}.
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C H A R T E R
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
8,1 Introduction
The present Chapter is  concerned with the introduction of mathematical 
en tit ie s  known as plenices together with the ir  application to structural 
analysis.
8,2 Plenices
A ‘plenix* is  an ordered collection of mathematical en tit ies  in 
the form
{Pi>P2s • • . jPr)»
where r >0 is  the ‘ order* of the plenix and P i ,P 2, . . . ,P r , referred to as 
the ‘ panels5 of the plenix are mathematical en tit ies  such as sca lars ,  
m a tr ic e s , . . . .  and so on. For instance,
{ 1 , t r u e , [ l ; 2] , 8 .5 } ,
{1 .5 ,2 ,1 .5 ,2} ,
{ true , fa1se , true , true},
{ [1 ,1 ; 2 ,2 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,1 ,1 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ; 1 ,3 ,1 ] } ,
{ [1 .5 ,2 .5 ] , [3 ,4 ] ,2 ,5 }
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are plenices where ‘ true5 and ‘ false* are Boolean e n tit ie s .
The special plenix, with no panels, is  referred to as the ‘empty5 plenix. 
The empty plenix is  denoted by { } .  The empty plenix is  of the zero 
order.
Since a plenix is  a mathematical entity in i t s  own r ight, then the panels 
of a plenix can themselves be plenices. This definition would raise the 
question that is  common to recursive definitions in which the definition  
of an object involves the object i t s e l f ,  yet undefined. The question, 
however, is  by no means an objection to the definition of plenices.
For instance,
{1 , {2 ,3 } } ,
{ {1 ,2 ,3 } , {4 ,5 } }  
and { { } , { 2 ,3 } }
are plenices of the second order. Also,
{ { t r u e , { l ,2 } } , { f a l s e , [ 3 ,4 ] } , { f a l s e ,0 } } .
{ { [ 1 ,1 ] ,1 .5 } , { [ 3 ,1 ,0 ] ,2 .5 } , { [ 3 ,3 ] ,5 } } ,
{ {1 } , {2 ,3 } ,4 }  
and { {1 , {2 ,3 } ,4 } , { 0 ,0 ,0 } ,0 }
are a l l  plenices of the third order.
Two plenices are said to be ‘equal* i f  and only i f  they are identical.
The conventional equality symbol is  used to indicate the relationship  
of equality between two plenices.
Thus,
{A1 ,{A 2,A3} ,A J = {1 ,{2 ,2 } ,3 }  
implies that Ax= l, A2=A3=2 and A^=3.
Also,
{A1,A1 ,{A2} ,A 3}= {2 ,2 ,{3 } ,{ } }  
implies that A1=2, A2=3 and A3={}.
The empty plenix is  equal to i t s e l f .  I t  is  noted that, there is a
distinction between the empty plenix and the plenix whose only panel is
and ' { [ t r u e , f a l s e ] , [ l , l ; 2 , 2 ] , [ 1 . 5 ,  2 .5 ] }
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{ { } }  is  not equal to { } ,  that i s ,
{ { } }  is  a plenix of the f i r s t  order whereas the empty plenix is  of order 
zero.
In general,a distinction is  made between a mathematical entity P and the 
plenix whose only panel is  the entity P, that i s ,
{ P W .
Thus,
{ { [ 1 , 1 ; 2 , 2 ] } } / { [ l , 1 ; 2 ,2 ]}
and
{ [ 1 , 1 ; 2 , 2] } / [ l , 1 ; 2 ,2] .
In a non-empty plenix
P={Al ,A2 , . . . , A i , . . . , A r } >
j .  h
to denote the 1 panel of P, the notation P { i } is  used. A panel such 
as P { i } whose removal from the plenix P, w il l  decrease the order of P, 
is  referred to as a ‘ principal* panel of P. In a plenix of order r ,  
there are only r principal panels. I f  P { i } i t s e l f  is  a non-empty plenix■hhthen P { i , j }  denotes the j  panel of P { i} .  P{ i , j } is  a principal panel
of P { i } ;  however, a panel such as P { i , j }  whose removal from the plenix 
w ill not change the order of P, is  referred to as a ‘ subsidiary5 panel of 
P. The word ‘panel5 may be used to refer to both types of panels.
1L
In general, for a plenix P, P { i , j , . . .  ,1 ,m} denotes the m principal panel 
of the 1^  principal panel . . .  of the principal panel of the i ^ 1 
principal panel of P. Here, { i , j , . . . , 1 ,m} is referred to as the ‘orderate5 
of the panel P { i , j , . . . , 1 ,m}. For example, i f
P={1.5 , { { 7 , 8} ,  9 } , { t r u e , f a l s e } , { [ 5 ] , [ 6] } , 2 .5}
then,
the empty plenix .  Therefore,
P{1 }=1. 5,
P{2}={{7 ,8},9},
P {3}={true,fa lse},
P{4}={[5],[6]}
P{5}=2.5
are the principal panels of P. And
P {2 ,1 M 7 ,8 } ,
P{2,2}=9,
P{3,l}=true,
P{3,2}=false,
P{4,1 }=[5],
P{4,2}=[6],
P {2,1 ,1 }=7
and
P{2,1,2}=8 
are subsidiary panels of P.
As another example, i f
Q = { { } , { { 5 } ,2 } , { { [ 6 ] ,8 } } , { { } } ,5 .5 } ,
then
Q{1}={},
Q{2,1}={5},
Q{2,1 ,1 }=5,
Q{4}={{}},
Q{4,1}={},
Q{3,1 }={[6J 8}
and
Q{3 ,1 ,1 }=[6] ,
In a plenix P, a panel a=P{i , j , . . .  ,1} is  said to be a ‘plecule5 i f  and 
only i f  a i t s e l f  is  a plenix and a is  said to be a ‘pletom* i f  and only 
i f  a is  a non-plenix entity such as a scalar or a matrix. For example, 
in the plenices P and Q given above, the panels
and
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P{1}=1.5 ,
P{2 5191}=7,
P{3,l}=true
Q {3 ,1 ,1M 6]  
are pletoms and the panels
P{4}={[5], [ 6] } ,
Q{1}={},
Q{4}={{}},
Q{2,1}={5} 
and Q{3,1}={[6] , 8} 
are plecules.
8,3 Plenix Composition
Let P be a non-plenix mathematical entity or be the plenix {P l s P2 , . . . ,Pn>. 
Also, le t  Q be a non-plenix mathematical entity or be the plenix 
{Q i, Q2 ,• • *» Qm }. The composition of P and Q in the order of P,Q, is  
defined as a plenix R such that:
•  R={P,Q}, i f  both P and Q are non-plenix e n t it ie s ;
•  R={P,Qi»Q25. . .  »Qm}» if' P is  a non-plenix entity and Q
is  a plenix;
•  R={Pi>Pa»... »PnsQ}» i f  P is  a plenix and Q is  a non-plenix entity ;
•  R={Pi *Pas. . . j P f l s Q i . Q a j . i f  both P and Q are plenices.
The relationship between R,P and Q is  written as 
R=P# Q.
The symbol # is called and read ‘duplus5 (Thus P1# Q is  read l P duplus Q1).
The word ‘composition* refers to both the process of ‘ composing1 two
plenices and the plenix that is  the resu lt  of this process.
For example, i f
and
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P=1,
Q=[true,false],
R={{3,4},1 ,2}
S = {1 .3 ,[1 .5 ,2 ] ,{ } }
then
P# Q={1, [ t ru e ,fa lse ] } ,
Q# P = {[tru e ,fa lse ] , ! } ,
P# R-{1 ,{3 ,4 3 ,1 ,2 } ,
S# Q={1. 3 , [ 1 . 5 , 2 ] , { } , [ t ru e ,fa lse ]}  
and R# S={{3 ,4},1 ,2 ,1 .3 ,[1 .5 ,2 ] , { } } .
Plenix composition is  associative, therefore, for mathematical entit ies  
P,Q and R
P #(Q # R )= (P # Q )# R  *
Plenix composition, in general, is  not commutative; thus for mathematical 
entit ies  P and Q
P# Q t Q#P.
For a mathematical entity P,
P = {}#P  = P# O .
Let Pfts (for i=m,m+l, . . . ,n - l ,n )  be mathematical e n t it ie s .  The notation
f t C - P .  h  =m i
referred to as the ‘ libra  notation* is  used to represent the composition 
P P m+iif • • • • 14 Ra-iif Pn •
The symbol £-----  is  referred to as the ‘ lib ra  symbol* and
reads ‘ l ib ra  i , m to ns .
and
R = £ n h  {1.1+1>
then
R= {-2 ,- l}#  { -1 ,0 }#  {0 ,1 } ,  
or R={-2,-1,-1 ,0 ,0 ,1 } .
I f  S = J ^ 2 " { { i , i+ 1 } } ,
then
S = {{-2 ,- l } }#  { { - 1 ,0 } }#  { {0 ,1 }}  
or S = { { -2 ,- l } , { - ! ,0 } , { 0 ,1 }} .
Note that the two plenices 
are not equal. That is ,
b ck r  u . i + i w  ■!»•
I f
T=? / i { A t  c1; 31i * 13j +1}
then
{ { C1; 3 ] ,C l; 6 ] } ,1 3 j+ l},
or
T={{[1; 3 } ,[1 ;  6 ] } , - 1 2 } # { { [ 1 ;  3 ] ,C l; 6 ] } , ! } ,
or
T={ { L I ; 33 ,Cl; 63},-12, { [1 ; 31,[1; 6 3 } , ! } .
i f  u=M r  (i2+3J)
then
u=lbr!o I i 2+3»i2+6,i2+9},
or
For example, i f
U={3,6,9}# { 4 , 7 , 1 0 } # { 7 , 1 0 , 1 3 } ,
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8 , A Pl e n i x  Re l a t i o n s
The relationship of equality for plenices has already been defined. 
Further, in this Section a class of plenix relations is  defined.
Let P and Q be any two plenices; and le t  p and q denote any two panels 
of P and Q, respectively. Then p is  said to be the ‘ fu ll  image*of q 
(and q is  said to be the fu ll  image of p), i f  and only i f  p and q have
identical orderates in P and Q. Furthermore, i f  p is  a pi ecu!e and p'
denotes a panel of p, then p* is  said to be a ‘ p a rt ia l5 image of q and q 
is  said to be a shyper- image’ of p*. The word ‘ image** may be used to 
refer to a l l  types of images.
P is  said to be a ‘ subnate* of Q, i f  and only i f  every panel of P has an 
image in Q; then Q is  said to be a ‘ supernate* of P.
I f  P is both a subnate and a supernate of Q, then P is  said to be a
‘cognate3 of Q (and Q is  said to be a cognate of P).
The empty plenix is  a subnate of any plenix; but the empty plenix is  the 
only cognate of i t s e l f .
For example, i f
P={true, fa ls e , true}
and
( M O , 1 .5 ,[1 ,2 ] ,4 }
then P is  a subnate of Q (and Q i s  a supernate of P).
Here, P{1} and Q{1} are the images of one another----
and
P{3} and Q{3} are the images of one another.
or U={3,6 ,9 ,4 ,7 ,1 0 ,7 ,1 0 ,1 3 } .
I f ,  R={{[1,2 ] , [ 1 ,2 ] } , { t r u e ,f a ls e } , {1 ,8 .5 }}
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then R and S are cognates of one another. And
${1,1} is  a partial image of R{1}, and R{1} is  the hyper-image; 
of S{1 ,1}.
If*
R = { { { } , { } } , { 3 ,4 } , { 4 ?{ 3 } } ,7 } ,
S={{1,2 } , { t ru e ,t ru e } , { { } , { { } } } , { } } ,
T = {{ } ,{ } , { } , { } }
and
U—{ C1 .5 ]} ;
then
R is  a supernate of S, T and U;
R is  a cognate of S;
T is  a subnate of R and S;
T is  a supernate of U;
and U is  a subnate of R,S and T.
I f ,  P={{[131,C57],C0],2 .8 }}
and Q={4}
then Q is  a subnate of P and Q{1}=4 is  the image of
P{1}={[13],[57] ,[03 ,2 .8 }  
with respect to Q.
Theorem: I f  P1SP2 and P3 are three plenices and P2 is  a subnate of Pt and
P3 is  a subnate of P2, then P3 is  a subnate of Px.
Proof: Since P3 is  a subnate of P2, therefore, every panel of P3 has an
image In P2. Furthermore, since P2 is  a subnate of Px,therefore, 
every panel of P2 has an image in Px. Thus, every panel of P3 
has an image in Px and therefore P3 is  a subnate of Px.
and S ={{39C1 ,1 ,1 ;  2 , 1 , 1 ] } , { 0 , 0 } , { 0 , 8 } } ,
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Application of plenices to structural analysis is  exemplified in terms 
of a number of structural analysis problems. As the f i r s t  example, le t  i t  
be required to prepare data for the analysis of the rig id ly-jo inted  f la t  
grid shown in F ig .8.1.
All elements of the grid have a bending r ig id ity  El and a torsional r ig id ity  
GJ. The elements in the direction of X axis have a length L x and the 
elements in the direction of Y axis have a length L 2, where the X and Y 
axes are shown in the figure.
The grid is  supported on four jo in ts  indicated by •  in the figure. The 
supports are b a ll- jo in ts  and they only restrain the vertica l translations  
(normal to the plane of the grid). The grid is  subjected to a vertica l  
concentrated load of magnitude w at every jo in t  lying within the dotted 
area.
The above description together with F ig .8 .1 , provides the necessary 
information for the purposes of a l inear  e la s t ic  analysis of the grid.
I f  a d ig ital computer is  to be used to analyse the grid, the information 
has to be prepared in an appropriate form. This constitutes the ‘ data5.
I t  is  the aim of this example to demonstrate how the data generation 
process can be achieved through the concepts of formices and plenices.
To begin with, i t  w il l  be necessary to describe the interconnection 
pattern of the elements and this may be done in terms of formices. The 
formex formulation is  carried out with the graphical arrangement of F ig .8.2.
The convention is  adopted that every jo in t  of the grid is  represented 
by a signet of grade two, and every element of the grid is  represented by 
a two-plex cantle.
C t i ;  t 2].
8,5 Ap p l i c a t i o n s : Ex a m p l e 1
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Assuming that the st iffness  method of analysis w ill  be used, then,ti  
corresponds to the ‘end 1’ and t 2 corresponds to the ‘end 2* of the 
structural element as used in obtaining the element st iffn ess  matrices 
(The ‘d irection5 of an element i s  defined as going from t x to t 2).
Let the two formices Fx and F2 be obtained as
F i=? j i r  Sy=§--t i"an1d{1 ; Cl ,T ; 2,1]
and
F2=Jj ^  ^ | § - t r a n i d ( 1 , j ) | [ l #l ;  1,2].
Where,
Fi represents the elements in the direction of I x ax is ;
and F2 represents the elements in the direction of I 2 axis.
Then, a formex 
F'=Ft# F 2
would represent the interconnection pattern of a l l  the elements of the 
grid. However, the elements denoted by F x and Fa are different in the ir  
geometric properties; and therefore, rather than composing them into a 
single formex F ' , they are put into a plenix
F= {F i,F2}.
The plenix F, describes the interconnection pattern of the whole structure 
and at the same time i t  c la s s i f ie s  the elements in two types. The panels 
of F may then be dealt with separately in conjunction with the appropriate 
properties for the corresponding type of element.
The next stage of the data preparation is  concerned with the description
of the geometric and material properties associated with the structural
elements.
The element lengths are represented by the plenix 
L—-CL 1 ,L 2},
where,
L i  is  the length of the elements represented by F1;
and L2 is  the length of the elements represented by F2.
The information regarding the orientation of the elements with respect 
to the X axis of the Cartesian coordinates system XYZ, is  represented 
as
T-10,90),
here, the pletoms of T are the smallest angles between the positive
direction of the elements with that of the X axis:
0 , in degrees, is  the angle associated with the elements 
represented by F t ; 
and 90 , in degrees, is  the angle associated with the elements 
represented by F2.
With appropriate assumptions, the data expressed by T, may be used to 
obtain the element transformation matrices.
The material and geometric properties of the elements altogether, are 
represented by the plenix
fi-{E I ,G J ,L ,T }.
Then, with the plenix 
B={F,ft},
the description of the information regarding the structural elements may 
be assumed to be complete.
In relation to the jo ints of the grid, again using the graphical 
arrangement of F ig .8 .2, a formex representing the jo ints of the grid is  
generated f i r s t :
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c ^ M r  M r pr0 31 d( 1 ’ ' c 1 *1 ] •
C is an exclusive catena for the formices Fx and F2 . In the way 
discussed in Chapter 7, C may be used to imply the conventional joint  
numbering scheme required by the stiffness method of analysis.
For the external load, an ingot
g1= M r M r pr03id(1+8>j+ 2 ) ic l-1]
represents the loaded jo ints. And a plenix 
P={gi»w>
may be used to denote both the loaded joints and the magnitude of the 
load applied at the jo ints.
The support positions may be represented by 
g2=lamid(ll,11)| [4 ,4];  
and a plenix
R~ {g 2 * 3},
would represent the constraint condition for the grid. In using this 
notation for the constrained jo ints , i t  is  assumed that every joint of the 
grid has three degrees of freedom, in the order of two rotations and a 
translation; and that the translations in the direction normal to the 
plane of the grid correspond to the third degree of freedom. For the 
joints represented by g2 , the third degree of freedom is fu lly  constrained.
A notation consistent with this could be used to indicate both the direction 
and the magnitude of the load applied at the joints:
P={g 1*3,w}.
There are other po ssib ilit ies : For instance, for the loads one could
wri te
P={gi9P>9
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where p=[0,0,w]; 
and for the constraints 
R={g2,r}9
where
r= C fa lse ,fa lse ,tru e] .
Here, the Boolean array r  denotes the type of the constraint and the 
supporting jo ints  ( ‘ true1 for ‘ restrained1 and ‘ fa lse1 for ‘ free1).
Now that the pieces of data regarding the jo ints of the grid are availab le ,
they can be combined together in a plenix
N={C,P,R}.
F in a lly ,  a plenix 
D={N,B},
may represent the required data for the analysis of the grid. D is  
referred to as a ‘ data plenix1 for the grid.
Now, le t  D' be a plenix obtained by rearranging the panels of D; there 
are many p o ss ib i l it ie s  for D1. D and D‘ , both represent data for the 
same structure. D and D' have identical number of pletoms; a lso , from
the point of view of the values of the pletoms they are ‘ identical1 ; but
from the point of view of the organization of the analytical processes,
D and D‘ are, in general, of different values. And this organisational 
value of a plenix, is  the most essential feature in the application of 
plenices to the problems of data preparation for structural systems.
For a given system there are many data plenices. The choice of a 
constitution for the data plenix, is  primarily determined by the manner 
in which the given information is  c la s s if ie d ;  and the c la ss if ica t io n  is  
determined by factors such as the ease with which one can relate various 
pieces of information to one another, the objectives of the analysis ,
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The above simple example i l lu s t ra te s  the manner in which plenices are 
envisaged to be used in data preparation. In the la te r  examples of 
the present Chapter the attention w ill  be focused on particu lar points 
in obtaining a data plenix and occasionally, instead of a ccomplete* 
data plenix only panels of a data plenix w ill  be constructed. Applica­
tion of plenices to structural analysis problems extends beyond the 
generation of data plenices.
8,6 Example 2
Let i t  be required to prepare data for the analysis of the r ig id ly -  
jointed f la t  grid shown in F ig .8.3.
All the edge-beams have bending and torsional r ig id it ie s  El and GJ,
respectively. And a l l  the in te r io r  beams have bending and torsional 
r ig id it ie s  E l ' and GJ', respectively. The edge-beams in the direction 
of X ax is ,  have a length 6a and the edge-beams in the direction of Y
ax is , have a length 4a, where the X and Y axes are shown in Fig. 8.3.
The grid is  to be analysed for two loading cases:
In the f i r s t  load case, the grid is  subjected to a vertical concentrated 
load of magnitude
w at each in te r io r  jo in t ;
and
0.5w at each non-corner edge jo in t .
In the second load case, the grid is  subjected to a vertica l concentrated 
load of magnitude
Ui at every jo in t  within the dotted area I ;
and
u2 at every jo in t  within the dotted area I I .
the method of analys is  and the type of the system.
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To begin with, the interconnection pattern of the elements are described 
in terms of formices. The formex formulation is  carried out with the 
graphical arrangement of F ig .8.4. The conventions of Example 1, are 
adopted. Let the formices F l } F2,F 3 and Fa be obtained as
F^ lam ^ , 13) tran(l ,21)1 [1 ,1 ; 3 ,1],
F2=lam(l,17)1X41- t ra n (2 ,2 j) ![1 ,1 ;  1 ,3],
F3=lux(g')!Xjlg-XTl g - t r a n i d ( 2 i , 2 j ) l { [ l , l ;  2 ,2 ] ,
[2 ,2 ; 3,3]}
and
F*-lux(g1) : t ra n id (2 i ,2 j )1{[1,3; 2 ,2 ] ,
C2,2 ; 3 ,1 ] } ,
where
g‘ = c lo v id ( l l ,15)![11,11].
According to the ir  identical or different material and geometric 
properties, these formices are combined in the plenix
F={{Fx,F 2} , { F 3,Fa}}  .
The elements denoted by F x and F2 have identical flexural and torsional 
r ig id i t ie s ;  but they have different geometric properties. In the same 
way, the elements denoted by F3 and Fa have identical flexural and 
torsional r ig id i t ie s ;  but they have different geometric properties.
The element lengths are represented by the plenix
L={{6a,4a},2/l3a};
the information regarding the angle of orientation of the elements with 
respect to the X ax is ,  is  denoted by the plenix
T={{0,90},{45,-45}>.
S im ila r ly , the flexural and torsional r ig id it ie s  of the structural 
elements are described by the plenices
e = {E I ,E I1} 
and s={GJ,GJ‘ } ,
respectively. I t  may be noticed that the pletoms of the plenices 
s ,e ,T  and L represent the properties associated with the structural 
elements denoted by the ir  images in F. For instance,
s { l } , e { l } , T { l }  and !_{!}
are a l l  properties associated with the elements denoted by
F d M F i . F a } .
Furthermore,
T{1,2}=90 and L{l,2}=4a  
are properties associated with the structural elements denoted by 
F{1,2}=F2.
The material and geometric properties of the elements, altogether, 
are composed into the plenix
Q={e,s,L,T}.
Then, with the plenix 
B={F,ft},
the description of the information regarding the structural elements 
may be assumed to be complete.
The information relating the jo in ts  of the grid are treated as follows 
The jo in ts  of the grid are represented by the ingot
C=nex( F 3 #  F . )  I  X j l f  X i l f  p r o j  1  d  ( 1  • j  5 1 C 1  ’ 1  ]  •
C is  an exclusive catena for the formices Fa and F*, however, i t  is  an 
inclusive catena for the formices F x and F2.
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For the external loads, case 1, let the two ingots g2 and g3 be 
obtained as
g2=lux(gx)|nex(Fx#  F2)!C
and
g3=lux(gx#  ga) .*C,
where
g X=1 ami d( 17,13) { [1 ,1 ] ,
The load plenix for case 1, may be written as 
Pi={Hx,p i } ,
where
Hi={g2,g3}
and
Pi={C0,0,0,5w],[0,0,w]}.
Note that the pietoms of px represent the loads applied at the jo ints  
denoted by their images in Hx.
The load case 2, is  dealt with s im ila r ly ;  le t  g* and gs be two ingots 
obtained from
tran id(2 i-3 ,2 j-3 ) \ { [0 ,0 ] , [1 ,1 ] }
and
g==Mh~Mrtranid(21‘2’2J‘2)'{n7s',5],c18’14]}-
g<, and g3 represent the jo ints  within the dotted areas I and I I  of F ig .8.3. 
And the load plenix for the case 2, Will be
P 2 = {H 2,p2},
where
H2={g<,sg5>
and
p 2- { [ 0 , 0 , U i ] , [ 0 , 0 , u 2 ] } .
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F in a lly ,  a plenix 
P={Pi ,Pj >
w ill  contain the data regarding the loaded jo in ts .
8,7 Example 3
Let i t  be required to produce a data plenix for the analysis of the f la t  
grid shown in F ig .8.5.
The elements of the grid have bending and torsional r ig id it ie s  El and 
GJ, respectively. The grid is  subjected to a vertica l concentrated 
load of magnitude
w(x,y)=ax+6y,
at the jo ints lying within the dotted area of F ig .8.5. Here, a and 
6 are constants and x and y are the coordinates of the jo in t  with respect 
to the X and Y axes.
The supports are shown by •  in the figure; and they are only constrained 
against the vertical translations (the direction normal to the plane of the 
grid).
Let the formex formulations of the structure be carried out with the aid 
of F ig .8.6 and with the conventions of Example 1.
Then, a formex F obtained as
F = n e x ( V ) ! j r ^ - ^ | - t r a n i d ( i , j ) J { [ 1 , 1 ;  2 , 1 ] , [ 1 , 1 ;  1 ,2 ] ,
[1 ,1 ; 2 ,2]}
represents the interconnection pattern of the elements of the grid.
Here V is  an exclusive catena for the formex F; and is  obtained as
v=M T M rpro'3id ( L j j i c i . i ] .
Fig, 8,5
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9 i=X j | ^ X | i^ P roj i d( i +j +2»j+3) «m »11
represents the loaded jo in ts .
The panels of loads and constraints are obtained as 
P={gx, [0 ,0 9w (x,y)]}
and
R={rosid(6,6)! C l ,1 ],3}» 
respectively.
Then, the pattern of the jo ints  and the related x and y coordinates 
are expressed in the plenix
C={V,n(11J 2) h
where [I x,121 denotes a typical signet of V; and
n(119 i 2)
is  a functional ru le , defined as
n(I x9l 2)ssCx(I x912) 9y (1 1912) 3
wi th
fx(Ix 912)=131x(13-12)a/(169-1xI 2) , 
l y ( I 19I a ) * x ( I a . I 1)-
FinaTly, the plenix 
B={F,EI,GJ}
denotes the data relating to the structural elements.
A data plenix for the grid may be written as 
D={B,C,P,R}.
In the case of this data plenix the information regarding the length 
of the elements and the other geometric information required by the
An ingot
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analysis , w il l  be obtained from the coordinates of the jo in ts .  The 
present example, demonstrates a method of dealing with geometric, 
m a te r ia l , . . .  load and constraints irreg u la r it ie s  concerning a structural 
system. The approach is  generalised as follows:
For i = l , 2 , . . . , n ,  le t  F^  be a formex representing the elements (or the 
jo in ts)  of a structural system and le t  n.. be a plenix representing the 
properties associated with the structural elements (or the jo ints)  
represented by F... Then a plenix
or
p={X^r{Fi}> k£r{V }
may be used to represent the data regarding the elements of the 
structural system.
3,8 Example 4
Let i t  be required to obtain a data plenix for the analysis of the pin- 
jointed double-layer grid shown in F ig .8.7.
The grid has a depth 4a; and the elements of the top and bottom-layers 
are of the length 6a or 6/2a as shown in the figure. All the bracing 
elements have an axial r ig id ity  EA; and a l l  the other elements have an 
axial r ig id ity  EA'.
The grid is  subjected to a vertical concentrated load of magnitude w at 
each jo in t  of the top-rlayer. The supports are shown by # . All the 
supports, are restrained in the vertical direction (normal to the plane 
of the grid); and in addition, the jo in t  in the position
I x=44 and 12 =16
31 
(A)
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is  restrained in the X and Y directions and the jo in t  in the 
position
11=44 and 12=24 
is  restrained in the direction of Y axis.
Formex formulations of the structure are carried out with the Z-plot 
of F ig .8 .7. The convention is  adopted that every jo in t  of the grid 
is  represented by a signet of grade three
CI I» l2 , l3 ]  9
where
13=1 for the top-layer jo ints
and
13=0 otherwise.
Every element of the grid is  represented by a two-plex cantle (of the 
third grade).
Let J be an ingot that denotes a l l  the jo ints of the grid. J may be 
obtained as
e i= {C l,1 ,1 ],C2 ,2 ,Q ]},
J ' =£ [ tranid( 2i >2j ) 2ex» 
g1=lamid(24,17)| J jIg-^ l^-tran idCZi ,2 j ) J e x,
92=J j lo " ^ T ^ tranid 2^ i 'f40,8+2j/  ' re f^
J 1=1 ux(gx# ga) 0 1,
J 2=sel (I  i< 4 6 )J !
and
0= sel(Ia<30)|0i 
Where I, and l t denote the indices of a typical signet
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of 0 |; and
sel (Ii<46)
denotes a function that ‘ selects* only those signets of for which 
Ix<46; and
s e l ( I 2<30)
denotes a function that selects only those signets of for which 
I 2<30.
The two ‘selection* functions could be combined as
0 = se l(I1<46 a 12<30)10L,
here, the symbol ‘ a* denotes the conventional ‘ and operation* used 
in Boolean algebra.
Having obtained the pattern of the jo in ts ,  the Cartesian coordinates of 
the jo ints  are expressed as
n( 11j12 j13) -C6a l i , 6a l 2 »4al3] .
Then, the in tr in s ic  and the Cartesian coordinates of the jo ints altogether 
are described in a plenix
For the external load, the pattern of the loaded jo ints (that i s ,  the
top-layer jo ints) are obtained from
Gi=sel(13=1) 10.
And the load plenix can be written as 
P={Gi,[0,0,w]}.
Here, three degrees of freedom per jo in t  is  assumed, with the third
degree of freedom corresponding to the direction of the applied load.
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Formex formulation of the support positions is  carried out as 
fo l1ows:
9 3=I - | l o  E j  =0” P r0J' ^ ( 1 0 1 + 2 , 1 0 + 6 j ) J [ 2 , 2 , 0 ] ,
g4=1am(2,15) | ([14,2,03# M o ~ proj(1 .61+16) |C2,2,01), 
g==1am(2,17)[{[36,10,03,[38,10,031
and
o^gs# g*# gs •
G3 represents the jo ints  constrained in the vertical direction only.
The complete constraints plenix for the structure w ill  be
R=({G3, [ f a ls e , f a ls e , t r u e ] > ,{[44 ,16 ,0 ] ,[ tru e ,tru e ,tru e]} ,
{ [4 4 ,2 4 ,0 ] ,[ fa lse ,t ru e ,t ru e ]} } .
Now, the description of various aspects of the jo ints of the structure 
may be assumed to be complete. The data regarding the jo in ts  are 
combined in the plenix
N={C,P,R}.
The next stage of the data preparation is concerned with the description 
of the information relating to the structural elements. Let F i ,F *  and 
F3 be three formices, representing the bracings, the elements with the 
length 6a and the elements with the length 6/2a, respectively. These
formices may be arrived at through the following operations:
e3={[1 ,1 ,1 ; 1 ,3 ,1 ] ,[1 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,1 ,1 ] } ,  
e*={[2,2,0; 4 ,2 ,0 ] , [2 ,2 ,0 ;  2 ,4 ,0 ] } ,  
es=e3# e4# rosid (2 ,2 )J[1 ,1 ,1 ; 2 ,2 ,0 ] ,
F'=nex(0 ) ! j ^ M o " tranicK2 i ’2 j) :e 5 ’
G2=sel(Is=0)[J,
Fx=colux(Gi) ,'colux(G2) ! F ' ,
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F2=nex(Gx) J F ‘ #  nex(_G2) j F*
F3=£jjg-tranid(2k,2k)! {[39 ,9 ,1 ; 41,11,1],
[38,8 ,0 ; 40,10,0]}.
Then, the plenices
F={F1, { F 2,F 3} } ,
L={/34a,{6a,6/2a}} 
and S={EA,EA'} ,
represent various features of the structural elements.
A plenix,
B={F,L,S}
combines the data relating the structural elements.
F in a lly ,  a plenix 
D={N,B}
contains the data required for the analysis of the structure.
8.9 Example 5
Let i t  be required to obtain a data plenix for the anlaysis of the pin- 
jointed double-layer grid of F ig .8.8.
The grid has a depth h; and a l l  the top and bottom-layer elements have 
a length 4a. The bracings have an axial r ig id ity  EA; and a l l  the other 
elements have an axial r ig id ity  EA1.
The grid is subjected to a vertical load of magnitude w at every jo in t  
of the top-layer.
and
The supports are indicated thus • .  A ll the supports restrain the translations
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normal to the plane of the grid. In addition, the supports on the line  
I 2=l, are restrained against the horizontal translations.
Let the data plenix for the structure be in the form 
D={N,B},
where N is  the panel of jo ints  and B is  the panel of structural elements.
N represents a l l  the data regarding the jo ints and B contains a l l  the 
data regarding the elements. The panels of D are further defined as
N={C,P,R> 
and B={F,L,S}.
Here, C, P and R are the panels of coordinates, loads and constraints, 
respectively. F is  the panel of interconnection pattern of the elements;
L is  the panel of lengths and S is  the panel of axial r ig id it ie s .
With the conventions and notation of the previous Section, the constituent 
panels of N and B are further elaborated as
C = {J ,[a I l s (2aA/3)I2,h IJ } ,
P={G1,[0 >0,w3},
R={{G2,[ f a ls e , fa ls e , t r u e ] } , {G 3,[ t ru e ,t ru e ,t ru e ]} } ;
S={EA,EA'} ,
L={a‘ ,4a} 
and F={Fi , F 2}.
Where a' denotes the length of the bracing elements; J ,  Gls G2, Gs , Fi 
and F2 are formices. J represents a l l  the jo in ts ;  Gi represents the loaded 
jo in ts ;  G2 and G3 represent the supporting jo ints and F t and F2 represent 
the interconnection pattern of the elements. These formices are generated 
through the operations
G3= {[29 ,1 ,0],[33 ,1 ,0 ] } ,  
g2=tranid(-20,6)} (Ga#  [31 ,4 ,0 ]) ,  
g3=tran(l,40)!g2,
9 * =£ j l o “ t r a n '*d (-2cH s2 4 ) ! g 2#  g 3#  g 2 ,
gs=tranid(-12,18) |g3#  tranid(6,9) \ g3,
G2=g## [31 ,4 ,0 ]#  g5;
9 1 =Xy5g- Xj^J''t|"anid(4i+2j-12,3j) | { [1 ,1 ,0 ] , [3 ,2 ,1 ] } ,
61=3I1+21a<41 V I a>34,
+2Il >161AI1 >28A3I1-2 I2<73),
B3-gi V(3I1 +2I1 >233V 3It -21^>145),
S*=B3V(Is<16A3Ii - 2Ia>l21A3I i +2I2>173),
J=sel(-3^)Ig‘ .
Here, 3 i,  32 ......... are Boolean sca la rs ;  and the symbol fcVJ stands for
the Boolean ‘or*. Also ‘ -ft#1 stands for ‘not 8*5.
G i= sel(I3=l) JO;
ei={[l»1»0; 3 ,2 ,1 ] ,[3 ,4 ,0 ;  3 ,2 ,0 ] ,[3 ,2 ,1 ;  5 ,1 ,0 ] } ,  
e2 = { [ l ,1 ,0 ; 3 ,4 ,0 ] ,[3 ,4 ,0 ;  5 ,1 ,0 ] , [5 ,1 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,0 ] } ,  
e=ex# e2# tranad(2 ,l,1 ) Ie3,
F' =:nex( J ) 1 £j~j- tranid(4i +2j- 1 2 ,3 j ) je ,
G4=sel(13=0) 10,
F2=nex(GOiF'#nex(GO!F'
and
F^coluxfG#)! colux(Gi) IF * .
8,10 Example 6
Figs. 8 .9, 8.10 and 8.11 show three perspective views of a pin-jointed  
structural system. The supports are indicated by •  in the figures. 
F ig .8.12 shows the plan of the structure. B asica lly , four parts are 
distinguished in the structure:
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•  The double-layer grid of the main area of level 0-1,F ig .8 .13 ,
•  The pyramidal units of level ( - l } - 0 ,  F ig .8.14,
•  The intermediate layer of level 1-2, F ig .8.15,
•  The double-layer grid of level 2-3, F ig .8,16.
With simplifying assumptions on the geometric properties and on the 
loading conditions imposed on the structure, a data plenix for this 
structure may be obtained in a manner very sim ilar to that of Section 
8.8. Here, the attention is  focused on the topological properties 
of the structure and a complete formulation of the interconnection pattern 
and the jo ints  and the support positions of the structure w il l  be given.
Let F, J and S be three formices such that
F represents the interconnection pattern of the elements 
of the structure;
J represents a ll  the jo in ts  of the structure; 
and S represents the support positions.
With the conventions of Section 8 .8 , and with respect to the general 
arrangement of F ig .8.12, these formices are obtained as
F=y-i— f
0=Ji# J a# S
and
s=s2# S 3,
where F i .......... Ji,j<»».. . .  and S3 relate to the four ‘ subpatterns5
of the structure. The formices relating to each subpattern are f i r s t  
generated with respect to the ‘ local in t r in s ic 5 coordinates; and then they 
are transformed into the general coordinates of Fig.8.12. In a l l  the 
local in tr in s ic  coordinates I 3=l and I 3=0 for the top and bottom-layer 
jo in ts ,  respectively.
•  The double-layer grid of the main area of level 0-1, F ig .8.13.
Fig
. 
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g i = [ 2 9 , l , l l # M r tran1dl 2k’ 2k) !C30’ 24’0:l’
g*=Mrtranid(2k,2k)1[:14,32’o:1, 
g3=Mo_tranid(2k,‘2kl' £86,44,03,
G' =sel (-6)! M g “ ^j§5_ 'tranid(2i , 2 j ) i {[1 ,1 ,1 ]  , [2 ,2 ,0 ] } ,  
where the Boolean entity p* is  defined as 
3= ^  3i (or B=3 iV32V  Vp«)
and
px=Ii<l3AI2>13,
32=12-1i >18VI2>55s 
03=Ix>69A?2>45,
34=1x+Ia>130AIa>25, 
es=I1>117V(I1>29Al2<13), 
p6=I!>29AI1<51a I 2<33aI x- I 2>6.
J 1=lux(Jr|T-gi ) :G '#  {[50 ,14 ,0 ],[50 ,16 ,0 ],
[50 ,28 ,0] ,[50 ,30 ,0 ]} ,
J1 represents the jo ints  of the main area.
ei={C l ,1 ,1 ] ,C2,2S0]},  
e2= { [ l , l ,1 ; 1 ,3 ,1 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ;  3 ,1 ,1 ] } ,  
e3={[2,2,0; 4 ,2 ,0 ] ,[2 ,2 ,0 ; 2 ,4 ,0 ]},  
e4=rosid(2,2)! [ ! , ! , ! ;  2 ,2 ,0],
03=0244 o3# e *;
F1=E1# coriex(e8)|nex(J1) !^r|^-^|^-tranid(2i ,2 j ) | e 5.
F x represents the structural elements of the main area. Where, Ex 
represents the boundary elements and together with e8 is  defined as
e 6= {[29 ,23 ,l; 31 ,25,1],[28,24,0; 30,26,0]}, 
e7= {[85 ,4 5 ,l ; 87,43 ,1],[84,44,0 ; 86,42,0]},
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E i= ^ Q -tran id (2 ks2k) !es#  trani d(2k,-2k) |e7
# f c ^ r tranid(2k-15s7+ 2 k)!re f(3 J/2 )!e6 
and K“u
e8=£|J^tran(2,14j)!lam (2,15)! [50,14,0; 51,13,1].
•  The pyramidal units of level (- l) -O , F ig .8.14,
gi=Jj~Q-tranid(100k,12k)'lamid(9,7) | trani d(l ,1) Je*, 
here, e* has the previously defined significance.
g2=lamid(59,22)Itranid(49,13)Je^j
g3= ^ t r a n i d ( 1 2 k +13,27+12k) |e*,
g*=tranid(25,l) [e*# tranid(49,39) |eM 
gs=lux([51,43,0])namid(59,48)!tranid(65,51)!e*, 
g6=lux([79,35,0]),'lamid(85,25) |t ra n id (7 7 ,l3 ) le * , 
g7=tranid(77,41) ,'e*
and
F i - J ^ r gi •
The formex
F2=tran(3,-1)! F2 ,
represents the pyramidal units with respect to the general in tr in s ic  
coordinate system of F ig .8.12. And the formex S2 obtained from
Si=nex(FJ )! E j l j - J jg j - p r o j i  d(2i+1,2j+l) | [1 ,1 ,0 ] ,
S2= p ro j(3 ,- l) !S i  , 
w ill  represent the support positions (at level I 3=-l) of the structure.
•  The intermediate layer of level 1-2, N-plot of F ig .8.15

Ua=X](to- V an id (2k ,2k)! { [2 ,2 4 ,1 ] ,  [4 ,24 ,1 ],
[3 ,2 5 ,0 ] ,[5 ,2 5 ,0 ] } ,
U s tran(2,2j ) f { [2 5 ,13 ,0 ],[26 ,14 ,1 ]} ,
u.=XTqr t r a n ( l , - 2i) ! { [2 5 ,3 3 ,0 ] ,[2 5 ,3 4 ,1 ] } ,
u5= {[13 ,3 ,0 ] ,[2 5 ,3 ,0 ]} ,
Fs=l ux (u )!co lux(^ |ru i ) ! j4 ^ -^ 4 g -tra n id (2 i- ] ,2 j- l ) !e 4, 
where, e4 has the previously defined significance and,
u={[3,1 ,0], [4 ,2 ,1 ] ,  [24,12,1], [26 ,12 ,1]}#
tranid(2k,2k)! {[5 ,23 ,0 ],[2 ,26 ,1  ] } .
F in a lly ,  a formex F3, representing the interconnection pattern of the 
intermediate layer, in the general in tr in s ic  coordinates system of 
F ig .8.12, w ill  be
F3= tran is(26 ,l) F3
and the support positions (at level I 3=l) w ill be given by
S3= tran is(26 ,l) ! us .
This completes the formex formulation of the intermediate layer.
•  The double-layer grid of level 2-3, F ig .8.16,
Let e i and es have the previously defined values. Then,
9 l = £ T ^ b ^ t r a n i d ( 2i
92= / f - t r a n ( l . , 2 i ) | [ 2 , 2 , 0]
i n = X f t i f t t r a n ( 2 , 2 j ) ) { [ 2 , 2 , i ] , [ 3 , 3 , o ] } ,
g3= tran(l, 12) { g2,
94=92#  ga# ver(2 ,1 ,2 ,2 6 ) |g3.
G' =sel ( I X>2AI2s:2AI2-I i<22) j gi,
gs=Jpo“projid(2k+3,25+2k) I Cl ,1 ,1 ] ,
E ' = M r M 5 " tra n id (2 i ,2 J ) le s ’
G*=lux(g*#g5) !G ' ,
Fl=conex(E)|nex(G4) I E ' ,
where
E=lam(l,1 3)| [12,2 ,0 ; 11,3 ,1]#
{[24 ,2 ,0 ; 2 3 ,3 ,1 ] ,[2 6 ,4 ,0 ; 25 ,5 ,1 ]}.
E ,= ^ t r a n i d ( 2 k ,2 k ) |  {[3 ,23 ,1 ; 5 ,25 ,1],
[2,24,0; 4 ,26 ,0]}.
The formices F« and J* ,  representing the elements and the jo ints of the 
double-layer grid of level 2-3, with respect to the general in tr in s ic  
coordinates system of F ig .8.12, w ill  be obtained as
F4=tranis(26,2)!(E*#F{) 
and Ji.:=tranis(26,2) |Gi»,
And, thus formex formulation of the structural configuration of F ig .8.12 
is  achieved.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Man uses conceptual and physical tools to solve problems. The tools and 
the problems are in continuous interaction: they both change.
Mathematical ideas are conceptual tools and computers are physical 
tools that handle ‘control1 and ‘ information1. Mathematics has a 
peculiar nature; i t  is  based on defin itions. While on the surface a 
definition is ju s t  a convention, in te l le c tu a lly  i t s  acceptance may have 
a much more active role. Higher order mathematics are possible today 
because man gave thought to seemingly obvious processes . . .  and because 
addition and multiplication were once defined.
Formices and plenices are put into perspective only in the light of the 
above introduction and on the grounds that t h e ff in ite  systems1 approach 
has penetrated into diverse d isc ip lines in science and engineering.
Here is  a b r ie f assessment of the concepts of the mathematics of formices 
and plenices:
A formex is  capable of representing the basic topological characteristics  
of a system. No ‘approximations1 can be made on a topological character­
i s t i c s ;  and for this reason the notion of in tr in s ic  coordinates, which is  
inherent in the definition of a formex, finds the most important place 
in formex algebra.
A system, as a whole, is  generated by composing i t s  constituent elements. 
Through the operation of composition, no element loses i t s  identity but 
finds a unique position in the system*
There are formex functions such as transflections, that generate the 
‘ symmetries1 of a system; and there are formex functions such as cordations 
that deal with ‘ interruptions1 in the symmetries. F in a l ly ,  in combination 
with transflections, the idea of local in tr in s ic  coordinates, provides an 
easy means to generate systems by composition of subsystems.
With regard to plenices, panels of a plenix can be various algebraic 
e n t it ie s ;  and they can, therefore, represent various physical and 
abstract properties of a system. Also, the constitution of a plenix  
coupled with the operation of composition, allows for properties of 
various kinds to be c la s s if ie d  and be associated with one another in 
a desired manner.
The mathematics of formices and plenices, thus, provides a tool for 
representing various features of a system, in algebraic expressions 
that are e as ily  understood and manipulated. This organized represen­
tation, then, can be used for the purposes of analysis and design.
The power of formices and plenices w il l  become most evident for large 
and complex systems, be they arch itectura l, e le c t r ic a l ,  h y d r a u l ic , . . . ,  
or structural.
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1 Introduction
A set of FORTRAN subroutines is  presented in the sequel. These subroutines 
may be used as a means for numerical implementation of non-primitive formex 
formulations*.
The user is  presumed to have a working knowledge of formex algebra and to 
be fam iliar  with FORTRAN language.
2 Planning a Program
This Section attempts to discuss the question: How the subroutines are 
u til ize d  to implement a formex formulation?
An explanation is  given with the aid of an example. Consider the following 
formulation:
G i= {[ l ,2 ;  2 ,1; 3 ,2; 2 ,3 ] } ,
Ga=lamid(3,3)|GX,
G3=rosid(5,5)!G2,
G*=rosid(9,9)|G3,
E={[2 ,1 ; 16 ,1 ]},
E x=rosid(9,9)JE
and
F=GA# E j,.
* Throughout the text, the notation and conventions used in relation to 
formex algebra, are identical to those adopted in the reference:FORMEX  
FORMULATION OF DOUBLE-LAYER GRIDS , H.Nooshin, Space Structures Research 
Centre, C iv i l  Engineering Department, University of Surrey, April 1979"
The FORTRAN Program 1, given below, can be regarded as an implementation 
of the formulation.
Program 1
PI CALL SET4(G1,G2,G3,G4)P2 CALL GET CGI)
P3 CALL LAMID(G2,3.0,3*0,G1)
P4 CALL ROSID(G3,5.0,5.0,G2)
P5 CALL ROSID(G4,9.0,9*0,G3)
P6 CALL SET3(E,E1,F)
P7 CALL GET(E)
P8 CALL ROSID(El,9.0,9.0,E)
P9 CALL COM(F,G4,El)
P10 CALL DRAW(F r1•0 r 0)
STOP
END
The program is  described as follows:
PI Declares the variables Gi ,G2 ,G3, and G* as names of formices.
P2 Inputs a value for Gx (The formex
{[1 ,2 ; 2 ,1; 3 ,2; 2 ,33),
is  assumed to be the f i r s t  run-time data supplied to the program). 
P3 Carries out the transformation
G2=lamid(3,3)|Gi.
P4 Carries out the transformation
Gs=rosid(5,5)|G2.
P5 Carries out the transformation
G*=rosid(9,9) *,G3.
P6 Declares the variables E ,E X and F as names of formices.
P7 Inputs a value for E (The formex
{[2 ,1 ;' 16,13)
is  assumed to be the second run-time data supplied to the 
program).
P8 Performs the transformation
Ei= rosid(9 ,9)|E .
P9 Performs the transformation
F-6*# E x.
P10 Draws an in t r in s ic  plot of F. See F ig . l .
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The expressions involved in the formulation can be c la s s if ie d  as
•  Expressions that introduce generants.
•  Expressions that perform a series of transformations on 
the generants to obtain the desired resu lts .
The statements of the program can be c la s s if ie d  as
•  Statements that declare variables as names of formices 
(PI and P6).
•Statements that input data (P2 and P7),
•Statements that carry out transformations (P3,P4,P5,P8 
and P9).
•  Statements that effect output (PI0).
As i t  is  shown in the above example, i t  is  a requirement that a l l  formex 
names (referred to as ‘ formex id e n t if ie rs* )  must be declared before they 
are used.
The structure of the program, more or le s s ,  ref lects  that of the formulation, 
in the sense that the statements of the program can be read l ike  the 
expressions of the formulation.
The d eta ils  of the available subroutines are introduced in the subsequent
Sections. The subroutines are categorized as follows:
#The family of subroutines that declare variables as formex
id e n t if ie rs .  There are s ix  subroutines in th is  family. Section 3, 
i s  devoted to the description of th is  family of subroutines.
•  The family of subroutines that are used to input data.
There are s ix  subroutines in th is  family. This family of 
subroutines are described in Section 4.
•  The family of subroutines that perform formex transformations.
This family consists of th ir ty  eight subroutines. The family 
includes transflect ions , geminids, t r ia d s ,  in tro f le c t io n s , cordations, 
cipher, decipher and latitude functions. These subroutines are 
described in Sections 5 and 6.
•The family of subroutines that e ffect  output. This family consists  
of three subroutines that are described in Sections 7 and 8.
There is  one additional subroutine, known as DELETE. This subroutine
is  introduced in Section 9.
Further applications examples w i l l  be given in Section 10.
3 Su b r o u t i n e  S E T
Subroutine SET declares a variable as a formex id e n t if ie r .  The ca ll
statement has one parameter:
CALL SET (F)
where
F is  a FORTRAN variable of the type re a l ,  that w il l  be used to
represent a formex. On return from the c a l l ,  F w ill  be assigned 
the value of the empty formex. Any FORTRAN id e n t if ie r  of the type
re a l ,  may be used as the name of a formex. Thus, BAR, ELEM, FORMEX, 
F I 4, E T 0 P 7 , . . . ,  may be used as formex id e n t if ie rs .  A formex 
id e n t if ie r  may not be used in any other capacity.
The number of formex id e n t if ie rs  (plus repeated declaration of 
the same id en t if ie r)  in a program and the related subprograms is  
limited to 33.
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In a program where more than one formex is  manipulated, subroutines 
SET2 , SET3 , SET4 and SET5 may be used to introduce 2, 3» 4 and 5 
formex id e n t if ie rs  simultaneously.
The statement
CALL SET2 (F1.F2) 
has the effect  of the statement 
CALL SET (FI)  
followed by
CALL SET (F2)
S im ila r ly ,  the statement
CALL SET5 (FA,FB,FC»FD,FE)
simultaneously declares the variables FA, FB, FC, FD and FE as formex 
id e n t if ie rs .
To introduce a single formex id e n t i f ie r ,  subroutine SET! , with one parameter
in the ca lling  statement, may be used instead of the SET subroutine.
NOTE-Let F be a formex id e n t if ie r .  I f  F reappears as the parameter 
in a ca l l  to the subroutine SET (or SET1 , SET2 , . . . ) , t h e n  F 
is  reassigned the value of the empty formex and i t s  previous value 
is  lo st .
4 Subroutine GET
Subroutine GET inputs a value for a formex id e n t if ie r .  The ca ll statement 
has one parameter:
CALL GET (F)
where
F is  a formex id e n t if ie r  for which a value is  inputed as data. A formex 
a l l  of whose indices are simple integer constants is  an acceptable data. 
The blank character is the only permissible typographical character.
The input format is  80 characters per ‘ line* ( =  4card5). I f  required, 
data may be given in more than one l in e . The following are examples 
of acceptable data:
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[12,-26; 4,2]
{ [1 .2 ;  3 ,1 ] , [1 ,1 ;  2 ,4 ] , [2 ,4 ;  2 ,2 ]}
{ [1 ,2 ; 3 ,1 ] , [1 ,1 ;  2 ,4 ] ,
[2 ,2 ; 1,5]}
{ [1 ,1 ,0 ;  3 ,1 ,0 ] ,
[2 ,3 ,0 ;  4 ,5 ,0 ] ,
[3 ,4 ,1 ;  5 ,1 ,1 ]}
As in the case of subroutine SET, the subroutines GET2 , GET3 ,
GET4 and GETS can be used to input values for 2,3,4 and 5 formex 
id en t if ie rs  simultaneously. For instance, the statement 
CALL GET2 (T0PXJ0PY) 
is  an alternative to the statement 
CALL GET(TOPX) 
followed by the statement 
CALL GET(TOPY)
And the statement
CALL GET5 (TOPX,T0PY,BRAC,B0TX,B0TY) 
has the effects of the consecutive statements 
CALL GET2 (T0PX,T0PY)
CALL GET(BRAC)
CALL GET2 (BOTX ,B0TY)
There i s ,  in addition, subroutine GET1 , that inputs a single data a'nd may 
be used instead of subroutine GET.
When two or more data is  supplied to a program, then the consecutive data 
must not share the same l in e .
The data may include comments that appear before the formex.
The comments must not include a ( le f t ,  or right) square or curly bracket
within themselves. As an example the following two lines are acceptable as 
data:
G REPRESENTS THE TOP-LAYER MEMBERS 
G={[1,1,1; 3 ,1 ,1 ] , [1 ,1 ,1 ;  1 ,3 ,1 ]}
Table 1
F=E CALL COPY(F,E)
F=G*E CALL COM(F,G,E)
F=tran(h,u)|E ; CALL TRAN(F,IH,IU,E)
F=proj{h,u)|E CALL PROJ(F,IH,IU,E)
F=ref(h,u)JE CALL REF(F,IH,U,E)
F*ref (full)* |E CALL IREF(F,IH ,U ,1 ,E)
F=di1(h,u)|E CALL DIL(F,IH,U,E)
F= d ilt(h ,u ,v ) !E CALL DILT(F,IH ,U,IV ,E)
F=ver(hi,ha »Ui,u2) ;E CALL VER(F,IH1,IH2,U1,U2,E)
F=ver(hi,h2,U i,u 3)1 IE CALL IVER(F»IH1,IH2,U1,U2,I ,E)
F=lam(h,u)JE CALL LAM(F,IH,U,E)
F=gam(hi,ha,ux,u2)!E CALL 6AM(F,IH1,IH2,U1,U2,E)
F=clov(hi,ha ,ux>ua)!E CALL CLOV(F»IH1,IH2,U1,U2 ,E)
F=ros(hx,ha,u 1,Ua)|E CALL R0S(F,IH1,IH2,U1,U2,E)
F=tranid(ux,ua)!E CALL TRANID(F,IU1,IU2,E)
F=projid(ux,u2)!E CALL PROJID(F,IUl,IU2,E)
F=refid(Ui,ua)!E CALL REFID(F,U1,U2,E)
F=dilid(ut , ua) ! E CALL DILID(F,U1,U2,E)
F=verid(ui,ua)lE CALL VERID(F,U1, U2,E.)
F=lamid(ux,u2);E CALL LAMID(F,U1,U2,E)
F=gamid(ux,ua)|E CALL GAMID(F,U1,U2,E)
F=clovid(ux,u2)|E CALL CLOVID(F,Ul,U2,E)
F=rosid(ux,u2)JE CALL ROSID(F,Ul,U2,E).
F=tranad(ux,u2,us ) ;E CALL TRANAD(F , IU1 ,IU2 ,IU3»E)
F=projad(ux,ua ,u3)|E CALL PR0JAD(F,1U1,IU2,IU3,E)
F=refad(ux,ua ,u3) ! E CALL REFAD(F,U1,U2,U3,E)
F=dilad(ux,u2,u3)!E CALL DILAD(F,U1,U2,U3,E)
F=rec|E CALL REC(F,E)
F=rev|E CALL REV(F,E)
F=arecJ E CALL AREC(F,E)
F=nex(G)|E CALL NEX(F,G,E)
F=lux(G)!E CALL LUX(F,G,E)
F=conex(G)J E CALL CONEX(F,G,E)
F=colux(G)|E CALL COLUX(F,G,E)
F=cip(g)«E CALL CIP(F,G,E)
F=decip(g)|E CALL DECIP(F,G,E)
5 Su b r o u t i n e s for Fo r m e x Fu n c t i o n s
Subroutines for formex functions, may be used to carry out formex trans­
formations. The ca lling  statements to these subroutines are summarized 
in Table 1. The f i r s t  column of the table shows the formex expression 
corresponding to each ca ll statement. The parameters in the calling sta te­
ments are described as follows:
E,F (are  formex id e n t if ie rs .  They represent the formices E, F and G
and G J (or g) of the f i r s t  column of the table. F returns the resu lt of
la  transformation.
IH, I HI j  are integers, representing the parameters h, hx and ha . 
and IH2 1
is an integer, representing the parameter i .
are integers. They represent the parameters u, ux, u2, u3 and v ,  
in the functions such as tran, proj, where these parameters 
are but integers.
U, U l, (are real sca la rs .  They represent the parameters u, ux, u2 and u3, 
U2 and U3/in the functions such as re f ,  d i l ,  . . . ,  where these parameters can
(be semi-integers or rational s .  I t  is  noticed that these paramete
whether integers, semi-integers or rationa ls ; are represented 
in the form of real sca la rs .  For instance, parameters such as 
h  2, 27/20 and 1/3 
for use in the subroutines w il l  be given as 
2.5, -0 .5 , 0.25, 2 .0 , 1.35 and 0.333333. 
respectively. Furthermore, operations of the form 
2x£, Jx8, (27/20)x20, ( l/3)x6 , (J+l) or (J -2 J) ,  
within the subroutines are implemented as 
2.0x0.5, 0.25x8.0, 1.35x20.0, 0,333333x6.0,
(0.5+0.5) and (0 .5 -2 .5 ) ,  respectively. The results are then 
rounded up.
6 F u n c t io n s  LAT and IN LAT
The integer function LAT may be used to obtain the latitude of a formex with 
respect to an ingot. The function has two parameters:
NB= LAT(G,E)
IU, IU1, (  
IU2, IU3< 
and IV I
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In the above statement
E and G are formex id e n t if ie r s ,  representing the formices E and g, in the 
relation A=lat(g)|E. On return from the function NB=a .
Let F be a formex of the f i r s t  grade, a l l  of whose indices are (non-zero) 
positive integers. Then,the relationship between F and i t s  only latitude A^  
is  written as
At = in lat!F .
In the above re lat ion , in la t  denotes a formex function, which i s  referred  
to as the‘ innate latitude* function.
The integer function -INLAT i s  a FORTRAN implementation of the innate latitude  
function. This function has one parameter:
NB=INLAT(F)
In the above statement
F is  the name of a formex whose latitude is obtained.
On return from the function NB = At » where At =inlat|F.
7 S u b r o u t in e  DRAW
Subroutine DRAW, produces an in t r in s ic  plot of a formex F of grade n>2, 
through a plotting device. The adopted retrobasis is as follows:
•  Every signet t=[Ii , I a , . . .  , In ] of F is  represented by a 'point* with
x=Ix and y=I2 ; in a 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.
•  The coordinate axes are indicated by I x and I 2 , rather than X and Y,
respectively. Only the positive values of x and y are allowed.
•  Every cantle [ t x ; t* ; t3 ; . . . ;  tm ] of F, is  represented by a set
of so lid  stra ight lines connecting the points t x to ta » ta to t s , . . .
and tm to t x .
The ca ll ing  statement for th is subroutine has three parameters:
CALL DRAW(F,S,ICOD)
where
F is  name of the formex whose plot is  produced.
S i s  a  p o s i t i v e  o r  n e g a t i v e  r e a l  s c a l a r  w h e r e  ( S I  i n d i c a t e s
t h e  s c a l e  f a c t o r  o f  t h e  p l o t .
A p o s i t i v e  S e s t a b l i s h e s  a n  i n t r i n s i c  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  a n d  
p r o d u c e s  t h e  p l o t  o f  F  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h i s  s y s t e m .
I n  t h i s  c a s e  S ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  l e n g t h  p e r  u n i t  o f  I x 
a n d  I a a x e s .
A n e g a t i v e  S o n l y  p r o d u c e s  t h e  p l o t  o f  F  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  
‘ p r e s e n t *  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m .
IC O D  i s  a n y  i n t e g e r .  T h e  f i r s t  c a l l  t o  t h e  s i & r o u t i n e  D R A W , r e g a r d l e s s
o f  t h e  v a l u e  o f  I C O D ,  a u t o m a t i c a l l y . o p e n s  t h e ’ p l o t t i n g  f i l e .  
H o w e v e r ,  i f  IC O D -^ D ;  o n  r e t u r n  f r o m  t h e  c a l l ,  t h e  p l o t t i n g  f i l e  i s  
c l o s e d .
8 S u b r o u t i n e s  KEEP a n d  G IV E
S u b r o u t i n e  K E E P  s t o r e s  t h e  v a l u e  o f  a  f o r m e x  o n  a f i l e .
S u b r o u t i n e  G I V E  o u t p u t s  t h e  v a l u e  o f  a  f o r m e x .  T h e  c a l l  s t a t e m e n t s  t o  
t h e s e  s u b r o u t i n e s  e a c h  h a s  o n e  p a r a m e t e r :  .
C A L L  K E E P ( F )
C A L L  G I V E ( F )
w h e r e
F  i s  t h e  n a m e  o f  a  f o r m e x  w h o s e  v a l u e  i s  t o  b e  s t o r e d  o r  o u t p u t e d .
T h e  f i r s t  c a l l  t o  K E E P ,  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  o p e n s  a  f i l e .  A f t e r  t h e
l a s t  c a l l  t o  K E E P ,  t h e  o p e n  f i l e  m u s t  b e  c l o s e d .
T h e  v a l u e  o f  a  f o r m e x  F ,  c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n :
♦  T h e  o r d e r  o f  F ,
♦  T h e  g r a d e  o f  F ,
♦  T h e  n u m b e r  e p ,  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e  r e l a t i o n
r
er =3+r+n 51 m., r i = x *
w h e r e  r ,  n a n d  m . , r e s p e c t i v e l y  d e n o t e  t h e  o r d e r ,  t h e  g r a d e  
a n d  t h e  p l e x i t u d e  o f  t h e  i  c a n t l e  o f  F .  e p  i n d i c a t e s  t h e
n u m b e r  o f  e l e m e n t s  f r o m  t h e  s t o r a g e  a r e a ,  t h a t  i s  o c c u p i e d  b y
t h e  v a l u e  o f  F .
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F o l l o w i n g  t h e  a b o v e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  e a c h  c a n t l e  
c o n s i s t s  o f
•  T h e  p l e x i t u d e  o f  a  c a n t l e ,
•  T h e  i n d i c e s  o f  t h e  c a n t l e  a s  t h e y  a p p e a r ,  p r o c e e d i n g  f r o m  
l e f t  t o  r i g h t .
A s  a n  e x a m p l e ,  i f
> i « { }
a n d
F 2= { [ - 2 , 3 ] , [ 4 , 5 ;  - 2 , 3 ] , [ 0 , 0 ;  1 , 1 ;  2 , 2 ] } .  
t h e n  t h e  a r r a y s
A i - t 0:0:33
a n d
A  *= [  ' 3  12  ; 1 8 ; ' l  : - 2  ; 3  ; 2  :4  : 5  : - 2  j 3  ; 3  iO ;0 ' 1 1  : 2 ; 2 3  
w o u l d  r e s p e c t i v e l y  r e p r e s e n t  t h e i r  v a l u e s .
9 S u b r o u t i n e  D E L E T E
S u b r o u t i n e  D E L E T E  m a y  b e  u s e d  t o  e l i m i n a t e  t h e  u n w a n t e d  f o r m i c e s .
T h e  c a l l i n g  s t a t e m e n t  h a s  o n e  p a r a m e t e r :
C A L L  D E L E T E ( F )
w h e r e
F  i s  t h e  n a m e  o f  t h e  f o r m e x  w h o s e  v a l u e  i s  t o  b e  d i s c a r d e d  w i t h .
On r e t u r n  f r o m  t h e  c a l l ,  t h e  f o r m e x  F  i s  u n d e f i n e d ,  a s  t h o u g h  F  
h a d  n o t  b e e n  d e c l a r e d  a s  a  f o r m e x  i d e n t i f i e r .
1 0  S a m p l e  P r o g r a m s
T h i s  S e c t i o n  c o n t a i n s  f u r t h e r  e x a m p l e s  o n  t h e  u s e  o f  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  f o r  
f o r m e x  f o r m a l  a t i o n s .
•  F o r m i c e s  F x a n d  F a r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  
d o u b l e - l a y e r  g r i d  s h o w n  i n  F i g . 2 ,  m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
E =  { [ 3 , 3 , 1 ;  7 , 3 , 1 ] , C 3 , 3 , 1 ;  5 , 6 , 1  3 , [ 5 , 6 , 1 ;  7 , 3 , 1 3 ,
[ 5 , 4 , 0 ;  3 , 3 , 1 3 ,  C 5 , 4 , 0 ;  7 , 3 , 1  3 ,  [ 5 , 4 , 0 ;  5 , 6 , 1 1 } ,
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P r o g r a m  2
CALL SET3(E,EIJ,FI)
CALL GET( E)
DO 1 J - l r15
DO 1 I=J,15
CALL TRANID(EIJ,4*I-2*J-2,3*J-3,E)
CALL COM(F I , F I ,ElJ)
CALL DRAW(Fl,0*5f l )
CALL SET3(G,GIJ,F2)
CALL GET(G)
DO 2 J - l ,14
DO 2 I=J,14
CALL TRANID(GIJ,4*I —2*J-2,3*J“ 3,G)
CALL COM(F2,F2 rGIJ)
CALL DRAW(F2,—0♦5,0)
STOP
END
II" 1  -*-) ' ' i *-4-- -(-- —t—-- —+.
E ^ = t r a n i d ( 4 i - 2 j - 2  , 3 j  - 3 ) ' ,  E *
r15 p15 r
Fl=^ i ^ 3  1 j ‘
G = { [ 5 , 4 , 0 ;  9 , 4 , 0 3 , [ 5 , 4 , 0 ;  7 , 7 , 0 3 , [ 7 , 7 , 0 ;  9 , 4 , 0 3 ) ,  
G ^ j = t r a n i d ( 4 i -  2 j * 2 » 3 j - 3 ) J G ,
pik r ik 
F * Gi j *
P r o g r a m  2 ,  p r o v i d e s  a n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a t i o n .
T h e  p r o g r a m  p r o d u c e s  t h e  i n t r i n s i c  p l o t  o f  F i g . 2 .
•  F o r m i c e s  F x , F a  a n d  F a r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  p a t t e r  
o f  t h e  d o u b l e - l a y e r  g r i d  s h o w n  i n  F i g . 3 ,  m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a s  
f o l l o w s :
E x=  { [ 2 , 2 , 0 ;  2 , 1 , 1 3 , [ 2 , 1 , 1 ;  1 , 2 , 1 3 ) ,
E 2=  { [ 3 , 3 , 0 ;  2 , 2 , 0 ] , [ 3 , 3 , 0 ;  3 , 2 , 1 3 ) ,
E x= r o s i d ( 2 , 2 ) | E  x ,
E a= r  o  s  i  d ( 3 , 3 )  { E a ,
F  x= ^  t r ~ t r a n i d ( 2 i - 2 , 2 j - 2 ) J E 1 , 
i  = l j = l
F i = F J #  t r a n i d ( 2i - 2 , 2j - 2 ) ! E a .
E s =  [ 2 , 1 , 1 ;  4 , 1 , 1 ] ,
• E [ 1 , 2 , 1 ;  1 , 4 , 1 ] ,
F a= f ^ r ^  t r a n ( l  , 2 i - 2 )  | E s ,
F 2= l a m ( 2 , 5 ) | F a .
F 3 =  £ j l i  t r a n ( 2 , 2 j - 2 ) | E 4 ,
F , = l a m ( l , 7 ) I F , .
P r o g r a m  3 ,  p r o v i d e s  a n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a t i o n .  
I t  p r o d u c e s  t h e  i n t r i n s i c  p l o t  o f  F i g . 3 .
CALL SET4(E1,E2,EIJ,F1)
CALL GET2(E l , E2)
CALL ROSID(El,2*0,2.0 t FI)
CALL ROSID(E2,3.0,3.0 ,E2)
DO 1 1=1,6
DO 1 J=1,4
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1-2 , 2*J—2,El)
CALL COM(Flf Fl,EIJ)
DO 2 1=1,5
DO 2 J - l , 3
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1—2,2*J—2,E2)
CALL COM(Fl,Fl,EIJ)
CALL D RAW(FI,1.0,3)
CALL SET5(E3,E4,ET,F2 »F3)
CALL GET2(E3, E4)
DO 3 1 = 1,5
CALL TRAN(ET,1,2*1-2, E3)
CALL COM(F2, F2, ET)
CALL LAM(F2,2,5.0,F2)
CALL DRAW( F2,—1*0,2)
DO 4 J=1,3
CALL TRAN(ET,2,2*J—2, E4)
CALL COM(F3, F3,ET)
CALL LAM(F3,1,7*0,F3)
CALL DRAW(F3,-1,0,0)
STOP
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P r o g r a m  4
CALL SET4(G1,G2, E l , E2) 
CALL GET(Gl)
CALL TRAN(G2,1 ,6 ,Gl) 
CALL REF(G2,2 ,8 .0 ,G2) 
CALL COM(Gl,G2,G1)
CALL GET2( E l, E2)
CALL SET ( E)
CALL GRID(E,El',E2,10,7) 
CALL LUX( E, G l, E)
CALL DRAW(E,1.0,0)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE GRID(E,E l , E2,M,N) 
CALL SET( ElJ)
CALL ROSID(E1,2.0,2.0,E1)
CALL ROSID(E2,3 .0 ,3.0,E2)
DO 1 1=1,M 
DO 1 J=1,N
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1-2,2*J-2,El)
1 CALL COM( E,E, ElJ)
DO 2 1=1,M-l
DO 2 J=1,N—l
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1—2,2*J-2,E2)
2 CALL COM(E, E,ElJ)
CALL AREC{ E, E)
RETURN
END
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A f o r m e x  E ,  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  
d o u b l e - l a y e r  g r i d  s h o w n  i n  F i g . 4 ,  m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
G t - { C 5 , l  , 1 ;  7 , 1 , 1 ;  9 , 1 , 1 ;  1 1 , 1 , 1  ] ,  [ 6 , 2 , 0 ;  1 0 , 2 , 0 ] ,
[ 7 , 3 , 1 ;  9 , 3 , 1 ] ,  [ 8 , 4 , 0 ] } ,
G a= t r a n ( l , 6 ) ! G X ,
G a = r e f ( 2 , 8 ) | G a >
Gx=Ga# Gi .
Ex-in,1,1; 3,1,1],Cl,1,1; 2,2,0 ]},
E a =  [ 2 , 2 , Q ;  4 , 2 , 0 3 ,
E 1= r o s i d ( 2 , 2 ) | E X ,
E a = r o s i d ( 3 , 3 ) J E a ,
H=Er^ifj^T tranid(2i“2»2J“2)J£i»
E - E #  t r a n i d ( 2 i - 2 , 2 j - 2 ) I E a
E = a r e c [ E ,
E = l u x ( G i ) J E .
P r o g r a m  4 ,  i s  a n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a t i o n .  T h e  p r o g r a m  
p r o d u c e s  t h e  i n t r i n s i c  p l o t  o f  F i g . 4 .  P a r t  o f  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n s  a r e  b o u n d  
u p  i n  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e  G R I D  ( a s  g i v e n  b e l o w  P r o g r a m  4 ) .
•  A f o r m e x  F ,  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  
d o u b l e - l a y e r  g r i d  s h o w n  i n  F i g . 5 ,  m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
E Xs { [ 3 , 5 ;  1 , 5 ] ,  [ 3 , 5 ;  2 , 3 ] ,  [ 2 , 3 ;  4 , 3 ] , [ 2 , 3 ;  1 , 5 ] } ,
E *= { [ 3 , 5 ;  6 , 3 ] ,  [ 6 , 3 ;  6 , 7 ] } ,
E s = { [ 3 , 5 ;  3 , 9 ] , [ 3 , 9 ;  3 , 1 3 ] } .
E x= l a m i d ( 3 , 5 ) | E x ,
E x= a r e c l E x ,
E * = l a m ( 2 , 5 ) I E # ,
E « = l a m ( 2 » 7 ) I E * ,
E s s E 5 #  e 4 ,
E 5= l a m i d ( 6 , 1 1 ) ! E S ,
E s = l a m ( 2 , 1 3 ) ! E 3 ,
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CALL SET3 (E l, E4, E5)
CALL GET3(El,E4,E5)
CALL LAMID(El,3.0,5*0,El)
CALL AREC (E l , El)
CALL LAM(E4,2 ,5 .0 ,E4)
CALL LAM(E4,2,7,0,E4)
CALL COM(E5,E5,E4)
CALL LAMID(E5,6.0,11.0,E5)
CALL LAM(E5,2,13.0,E5)
CALL SET2( ElJ, F)
DO 1 1=1,4
CALL TRAN(EIJ,1,6*1-6,E5)
1 CALL COM(F,F,EIJ)
DO 2 K= 1, 2
DO 2 1=1,6-K
DO 2 J=1, 4 + K
CALL TRANID(EIJ,6*I+3*K—9,4*J-2*K-2,E1)
2 CALL COM(F, F, ElJ)
CALL AREC(F,F)
CALL DRAW(F,1.0,0)
STOP
END
Program 5
F = £ r ~  t r a n ( l , 6 i - 6 ) ! E 3 »
E=E# M i M f M f trani d(6i+3K-9 >4j'-2K-2) :E > •
F = a r e c | F
P r o g r a m  5 ,  i s  a n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a t i o n .  T h e  p r o g r a m  
p r o d u c e s  F i g . 5 .
•  A f o r m e x  F ,  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  d o u b l e ­
l a y e r  g r i d  s h o w n  i n  F i g . 6 , m a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
E i = { [ 3 , 3 , l ; 1 , 4 , 0 3 , C 3 , 3 , l ;  3 , 1 , 0 ] , C 3 , 3 , l ; 5 , 4 , 0 1 ,
[ 3 , 1 , 0 ;  1 , 4 , 0 3 , [ 3 , 1 , 0 ;  5 , 4 , 0 ] , C l , 4 , 0 ;  5 , 4 , 0 ] } ,
E a - m , 4 , 0 ;  3 , 7 , 0 ] ,
E 3= C 3 , 1 , 0 ; 7 , 1 , 0 ] ,
E ‘ = { [ 3 , 3 , 1 ;  7 , 3 . 1 1 , [ 3 , 3 , 1 ;  5 , 6 , 1 ] , [ 7 , 3 , 1 ;  5 , 6 , 1 ] ,
C 5 . 6 . 1 ;  9 , 6 , 1 ] } ,  
g = { [ 2 9 , 6 , 1 ] ) .
F  i = E j 4 j t r a n ( 1 . 4 1  - 4 ) :  E x ,
F , = l u x ( g )  [ F  „
F 1= l a m ( 2 , 6 ) ! F 1 ,
t r a n ( 2 , 6 i - 6 ) ! F x ,
F = r e c | F ,
t r a n ( ^  ! E 2 ,
F 2= l a m ( l  , 1 5 )  ! F a »
F = F # F 2 ,
F - F #  £ p | t r a n ( l  # 4 1 - 4 ) ! E * ,
F= F4t tranl d(4i +2K-6 ,6j+3K-9) \ E x.
Program 6
CALL SETS(E1,E2,E3,E4,G)
CALL GET5(£1,E2,E3,E4,G)
CALL SET4(EIJ,F1,F2,F)
DO 1 1 = 1,6
CALL T RAN(EIJ,1,4*1-4,E4)
1 CALL COM(Fl, F l , EIJ)
CALL LUX( F l ,G, Fl)
CALL LAM(Fl,2,6*0,Fl)
DO 2 1 = 1,3
CALL TRAN(EIJ,2,6*1-6,Fl)
2 CALL COM(F, F,ElJ)
CALL REC(F,F)
DO 3 J=1, 3
CALL TRAN (EIJ,2,6*J-6,E2)
3 CALL COM(F2, F2, ElJ)
CALL L AM'(F 2 ,1,15« 0 , F 2)
CALL COM( F, F, F 2)
DO 4 1 = 1,6
CALL TRAN(EIJ,1,4*1-4,E3)
4 CALL COM( F,F, ElJ)
DO 5 K = l ,  2
DO 5 1=1,8-K
DO 5 J=1, 5-K
CALL TRANID(EIJ,4*I+2*K-6,6*J+3*K-9,El)
5 CALL COM(F, F, EIJ)
CALL DRAW(F,1.0,0)
STOP
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P r o g r a m  6 , i s  a n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  p r o d u c e s  
t h e  i n t r i n s i c  p l o t  o f  F i g . 6 .
F o r m i c e s  m a y  b e  u s e d  f o r  v a r i o u s  p u r p o s e s .  F o r  i n s t a n c e  ,  
i n  t h e  a r e a  o f  s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  a n d  d e s i g n ,  u s i n g  v a r i o u s  c o o r d i n a t e  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  a n d  p l o t t i n g  c o n v e n t i o n s  f o r m i c e s  m a y  b e  e m p l o y e d  t o  p r o v i d e  
d i f f e r e n t  v i e w s  o f  s t r u c t u r a l  f o r m s ,  o r  t h e y  m a y  b e  e m p l o y e d  i n  a s s e m b l i n g  
t h e  o v e r a l l  s t r u c t u r a l  s t i f f n e s s  m a t r i c e s ,  g e n e r a t i n g  t h e  l o a d  v e c t o r s ,  
i m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  c o n s t r a i n t  c o n d i t i o n s  . . .  a n d  s o  o n .
I t  i s  e v i d e n t  t h a t  t h e  s c o p e  o f  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  s u b r o u t i n e s  d o e s  n o t  c o v e r  
a n y  p a r t i c u l a r  a p p l i c a t i o n .  I n  f a c t ,  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  w o r k  h a s  b e e n  
t o  p r o v i d e  a  r u d i m e n t a r y  m e a n s  f o r  n u m e r i c a l  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  f o r m e x  
f o r m u l a t i o n s .  T o  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  o f  a d e s i r e d  a p p l i c a t i o n  
a d d i t i o n a l  s u b r o u t i n e s  a r e  t o  b e  d e v e l o p e d .
1 1  M o d i f i c a t i o n s
C e r t a i n  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n s  o f  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  m a y  r e q u i r e  m o d i f i c a t i o n s  
i n  s o m e  o f  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s .  T h i s  S e c t i o n  i n c l u d e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  a s p e c t s  
o f  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  t h a t  a r e  l i k e l y  t o  r e q u i r e  a l t e r a t i o n s :
•  S t o r a g e  A r e a
A l l  t h e  f o r m i c e s  t h a t  a r e  m a n i p u l a t e d  w i t h i n  a  p r o g r a m  a n d  i t s  
r e l a t e d  s u b p r o g r a m s ,  a r e  s t o r e d  i n  a com m on i n t e g e r  a r r a y .
T h e  a r r a y  a n d  t h e  co m m o n  s t o r a g e  a r e a  a r e  s p e c i f i e d  b y  t h e
s t a t e m e n t s
IN T E G E R  F A ( 1 0 0 0 0 )
C O M M O N /B L O C K / F A
a p p e a r i n g  i n  f i f t e e n  s u b r o u t i n e s  
V E R  , D I L T  , D E C I P , C 0 R D , I N T R O F , I N L A T , C 0 M ,
D E L E T E , S E T , G E T , D R A W , C O P Y , P A C , G I V E  a n d  K E E P .
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  i n  t h e  S E T  s u b r o u t i n e  t h e  s t a t e m e n t
DATA F A ( 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 0 /
s e t s  F A ( 1 )  e q u a l  t o  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  F A .  A n y  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  
d i m e n s i o n  o f  F A ,  m u s t  a l s o  b e  r e f l e c t e d  i n  t h e  a b o v e  DATA s t a t e m e n t .
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A f o r m e x  F  o f  g r a d e  n a n d  o f  o r d e r  r ,  o c c u p i e s  
r
e c = 3 + r + n  E  m.r i-i I
fh
e l e m e n t s  i n  t h e  a r r a y  F A ,  w h e r e  i s  t h e  p l e x i t u d e  o f  t h e  i  c a n t l e
o f  F .  A t  a n y  s t a g e  i n  a p r o g r a m ,  e p  m a y  i n c r e a s e  o r  d e c r e a s e  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  
w i t h  t h e  v a l u e  o f  F .  S o m e  o f  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  r e q u i r e  e x t r a  t e m p o r a r y  
w o r k i n g  a r e a .  F o r  i n s t a n c e ,  a  s t a t e m e n t  s u c h  a s
C A L L  L A M ( F , l , 2 . e r , £ )  
c r e a t e s  a  t e m p o r a r y  c o p y  o f  E w i t h i n  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e  L A M . T h e r e f o r e ,  
t h e  s t a t e m e n t  n e e d s  t e m p o r a r y  s t o r a g e  e q u a l  t o  i n  F A .  T h i s , a l s o  
a p p l i e s  t o  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  L A M I D ,  G A M , G A M ID ,  C L O V ,  C L O V I D ,  ROS a n d  R O S I D .
A s t a t e m e n t
N B = L A T ( G , E )
n e e d s  t e m p o r a r y  s t o r a g e ,  e q u a l  t o  w h e r e  F = c i p ( g ) l E ,
•  S u b r o u t i n e  G E T
T h e  c h a r a c t e r s  a r e  i n p u t e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f o r m a t  
1 0 0  FORM AT ( 8 0 A 1  )
T h e  s t a t e m e n t  f u n c t i o n  
M A T C H ( J C , K C ) = J C . E Q . K C  
c o m p a r e s  t w o  c h a r a c t e r s .
•  S u b r o u t i n e  K E E P  
T h e  s t a t e m e n t
I F ( F A ( 4 ) . E Q . 0 )  OPEN 1 2 ,  " M Y F I L E "
o p e n s  a  f i l e  t o  s t o r e  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  f o r m i c e s .
•  S u b r o u t i n e  DRAW
T h e  DRAW s u b r o u t i n e  u s e s  s o m e  o f  t h e  “ CALCOMP B a s i c  S o f t w a r e  
P a c k a g e * *  f a c i l i t i e s .  D e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n s  c a n  b e  f o u n d  i n  
“ S o f t w a r e  R e f e r e n c e  M a n u a l ,  N o .  1 0 0 5 ' %
T h e  s t a t e m e n t  
D A T A  W M A X / 7 4 . 0 /
s p e c i f i e s  t h e  m a x im u m  w i d t h  o f  t h e  p l o t  o f  a f o r m e x .
•  I n p u t - O u t p u t  D e v i c e  N u m b e r s
I n  s u b r o u t i n e  G E T ,  t h e  i n p u t  d e v i c e  n u m b e r  f o r  t h e  R E A D  
s t a t e m e n t  i s  1 .
I n  s u b r o u t i n e s  G I V E  a n d  E R R O R ,  t h e  o u t p u t  d e v i c e  n u m b e r  i n  
W R I T E  s t a t e m e n t s  i s  1 0 .
I n  s u b r o u t i n e  DRAW , t h e  p l o t t i n g  d e v i c e  n u m b e r  i n  t h e  
s t a t e m e n t
I F ( F A ( 5 ) . E Q . 0 )  C A L L  P L O T S  ( 0 , 0 , 1 1 )  
i s  1 1 .
•  F o r m e x  I d e n t i f i e r s
T h e  s t a t e m e n t  
D A TA  N O F I D / 3 3 /
a p p e a r i n g  i n  s u b r o u t i n e s  S E T  a n d  C O P Y ,  s p e c i f i e s  t h e  l i m i t  
n u m b e r  o f  f o r m e x  i d e n t i f i e r s  i n  a p r o g r a m  a n d  t h e  r e l a t e d  
s u b p r o g r a m s .
1 2  L i s t i n g s  o f  t h e  S u b r o u t i n e s
T h e  l i s t i n g s  o f  a l l  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  a r e  g i v e n  i n  p a g e s  190-201 
A m o n g s t  t h e m ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s u b r o u t i n e s
I N L A T ,  R O S ,  L A M , GA M , C L O V , CO M , I N T R O F ,  C O R D , S E T 3  ,
S E T 2 , S E T ,  V E R ,  D I L T ,  C O P Y ,  D E L E T E ,  E R R O R ,  P A C ,  G E T 3  ,
G E T 2 , G ET 
s e r v e  a s  a u x i l i a r y  s u b r o u t i n e s .
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1 3  E r r o r  Me s s a g e s
T h e  s u b r o u t i n e s  c h e c k  f o r  s o m e  e r r o r s  t h a t  a r e  m o s t  l i k e l y  t o  c o m e  
a b o u t .  I f  a n  e r r o r  i s  d e t e c t e d ,  t h e n  a  m e s s a g e  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  
e r r o r  n u m b e r  i s  o u t p u t e d  a n d  t h e  p r o g r a m  e x e c u t i o n  i s  s t o p p e d .
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  e r r o r s :
E r r o r
N u m b e r  D e s c r i p t i o n
1 U n s u c c e s s f u l  s e a r c h  f o r  d a t a .
2  M i s m a t c h e d  b r a c k e t s  o r  o t h e r  i l l e g a l  f o r m  i n v o l v i n g  
u s e  o f  b r a c k e t s .
3  I l l e g a l  c h a r a c t e r  i n  d a t a .
4  A comma o r  s e p a r a t o r  m i s s i n g .
5 A n  i n d e x  o u t  o f  a  c a n t l e ,
6 A n  i n d e x  m i s s i n g .
7  S i g n e t s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  g r a d e s  i n  a  f o r m e x .
8 I d e n t i c a l  f i r s t  a n d  s e c o n d  p a r a m e t e r s  i n  a c a l l  s t a t e m e n t
t o  s u b r o u t i n e  C I P  o r  D E C I P .
9 I l l e g a l  o p e r a t i o n  i n v o l v i n g  u s e  o f  f o r m i c e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  g r a d e s .
1 0  N e g a t i v e  o r  i n a p p r o p r i a t e  t r a n s f l e c t i c n  f u n c t i o n  p a r a m e t e r  
h ,  h x o r  h 2 .
1 1  I n v a l i d  c i p h e r ,  o r  l a t i t u d e .
1 2  F o r m e x  p l o t  b e y o n d  t h e  m a x i m u m  w i d t h .
1 3  N e g a t i v e  i n d e x  i n  t h e  p l o t  o f  a  f o r m e x .
1 4  A t t e m p t  t o  p l o t  t h e  e m p t y  f o r m e x ,  o r  a f o r m e x  o f  t h e  f i r s t  g r a d e ,
1 5  N u m b e r  o f  f o r m e x  i d e n t i f i e r s  ( p l u s  r e p e a t e d  d e c l a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  
s a m e  i d e n t i f i e r )  e x c e e d s  t h e  l i m i t .
1 6  I n s u f f i c i e n t  w o r k i n g  s t o r a g e  a r r a y .
1 7  U n d e c l a r e d  ( o r  d e l e t e d )  f o r m e x  i d e n t i f i e r .
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